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Editonial
this system from the beginning, looking at the installation
process, for example. ln future issues, he hopes lo take
a closer look at this system. Also in this issue, Joachim
van der Auwera provides a programming example for
Prowess.

One of the side eflects of the introduction of the new
displays such as the VGA and SVGA supported by QXL
and QPC, or lhe Aurora displays, has been that BASIC
programmers find thernselves unable to easily adapt to
the new programming techniques for these displays. To

help a little, I have written a set of 9 extensions which
help in this respect. They are on the cover disk as well

as printed in the magazrne.

QL TODAY'S second Cover Disk
As our second cover disk, we present the special

issue 100th disk based newsletter from Club QL
lnternalional, a non-pro{it self-help group for all QL users.

The disk conlains an introduction from Club QL
chairman, Mike Kenneally (the file called QL100AA-DOC
- read it with QuillJ, the newsletter itself (packed full of
letiers from members past and present), and some
Zipped program files referred to in the newsletter itself.

To start the cover disk, enter the command LRUN

FLP1-BOOT This will start the main menu and load the
tjtle screen. From the menu, press a functron key to
select one of ihe available options:

Fl - Slart Xchange Quill from the disk and loads the
100th issue newsletter

F2 - lnformation about the club
F3 Set the default devices i{ required
F4 - Unzipper The program files have been Zipped

(compressed), so you have to Unzip them before you
can use them. Unzip is supplied on the disk allyou have
lo do is choose which package of programs to be
unzipped, from the list presented.

F5 - Quit from ihe menu.

QL Today would like to extend our grateful thanks to
Mrke Kenneally and Graham Lutz of Club QL lnternational
Icr their hard work and co-operation in making this
cover disk possible. lf you'd like to join Club QL
lnternational, you can write or email to Mike Kenneally at
the address given in the first page of the newsletter We

look forward to the next 100 issues, Mikel

Dilwyn Jones

Dilwyn Jones

We seern to have struck the quiet summer season
again, with littie happening as we take stock of the
activity of the last few months. Several shows have
been busy, lots of new hardware announced, progress
on the ernulators front and so on.

And speaking of emulators, it was interesting to find
that a new QDOS ernulator for the PC is available on the
Web, written in the l',letherlands. As Timothy Swenson
says rn his article, it is hardly a competitor for QPC, and

currently isn't too easy to use, so Jochen Merz and

Marcel Kilgus need not quake jn their shoes about the
future o{ QPC just yet! As Jochen said to me, 'Would

you like to gc back to QDOS after using SMSQIE for a
while?' Poini taken. Still, the fact that new emulators
keep appearrng means thal it will pretty soon become a

bit of a rarity to come across a computer that can't run

QL soflware, hence the carloon in this issuel
The show season has been quite busy, and thrs year

we'll have summer shows too, what with one in London
in July and in the Republic of lreland in August - the latter
would be a good show to attend and combine with a

holiday in lhe lovely country ol lreland. Darren Branagh
has undertaken a brave veniure in organising this show,
as there are few QL users in his area, so like the annual
shows in the USA he will depend on support from futher
away. Best of luck, Darren.

Darren has also written a couple of reviews of some
Freeware Software for us this and next issue. Anyone
else willing lo write about the huge collection of free
software available for the QL? Are you using a program

which is so good you think everyone should be using it?

Have you come across a program which is so bad it

oughi to be avoided like the plague (l must admit, it is

very rare to come across a really bad QL programl). Just
write a short revrew of it (up to one page is usually
about right) and send it to us on disk as a plain text, Quill,
Perfection or Text B7 file. lf you can include on the disk, a
copy of the screen display fcr us to print as a screen
dump, or a copy of the program itself for us to do this if
you have n0 program (such as Screen Snatcher or
Grabit) to help you do this. If in doubt, get in touch before
doing the review especially if you want to check if
someone else has written a review of the same
programl We'll do our best lo return your disk as soon
as possible.

Simon Goodwin's FPU extensions last issue were well

received, with most people saying this was a long
overdue development for the QL. A few people said the
article was too advanced, and a bit beyond them. OK, it
wasn't the easiest of subjects, so perhaps that sort of
reaction was to be expected.

A rnajor QL so{tware projecl of late has been the
Prowess so{tware from PROGS. This provides a modern
windowing and font system for the QL, and PROGS
have already converted much of iheir software such as
Line Design to run using it, and more will appear as
authors get to grips with programming using Prowess
and Proforma. We've noticed that not much was being
written about it.ln this issue, Jim Hunkins takes a look at

3ry &t flodcg



News

J-M-S is on the Web
Believe it or not, you can

find Jochen Merz Software
in the World Wide Web I

still do not like the idea of
paying far too much -X
money to Deutsche Tele (ff
kom, but it seems to be
essential io be on the webr

if you want to be taken seriously, The
fax syndrome seems to happen here too: 10

years ago, having a fax was luxury. The
question was: "Do you have a fax?'. Four or five
years ago, the question changed into "what is
your fax number?'. Nowadays, it is essential for
companies to have a fax, and it is even con
sidered to be normal for private individuals. The
same seemed to have happened with eMail,

and is happening with a web presence I do not
like this kind of pressure, but you don't seem to
be able to be taken seriously withoui it.

Half a year ago I did not consider creating a

web site, but I got some QPC orders lrom
people who left the QL some time ago and

came back because they found QPC infor
mation on other peoples web sites. This is quite
positive, and if it helps bringing people back
then it is worth the effort.

But, as we QLers want to be different, I do not
do it like other companies and shut down
support mailboxes and therefore force people

to use the web. My BBS's will stay online, and
they will provide the main support for my
customers. Ask people who tried to download
stuff from the web: it may take ages. I find that,

even with my ISDN connection, the cps raie
drops often down to 150 cps or so. Being online
is rather expensive in Germany too. Therefore,
even a long distance call, but to a 28800
connection at full speed, is cheaper most of the
time (especially at night) ln addition, web FTP
does not recover like ZMODTM does.

lf the web site serves its purpose to bring
some Qlers back to the scene and maybe
even generate new customers then it lustifies
the expense. lf not, then I'll shut it down in eight
months or so. {Another reason lo keep the BBS
going - much cheaper to run both lines than
hiring server space).

lf you want to have a lock'
h t tp: //www. j - m - s "com /s m sql

4

Another facility which proved to be more
useful is eMail, ii has helped getling the US-

show organised and getting sorne other things
scheduied. The eMail editor which I have to use
is a real pain, and I hope, something will be avai

lable for QDOS & SMSQ soon" I guess that sen-
ding eMails larger than 32kBytes or so is regar-
ded as being impolite (unless you get the 0K
from the receiver first), and I can understand
why, receiving a single larger eMail took 15

minutes and longer here! Therefore, I will not
accept any eMail larger than 32kBytes

You can contaci rTr€ flow:
smsq@j-m-s.com

r\Ainerva Vl.99
Iony Firshman of TF Services reported, that

there is a problem with V1.98 and ,ADATF

The bug will be fixed in V1.99 or maybe as a
software patch for V1,98

Modem Connections
Graham Underwood has been busy designing

a little "black box' to appear as a telephone line

between two modems, which allows QL users
who are new to modems to practise establi-
shing contact between two computers, to have
a go at uploading and downloading files bet-
ween machines without running up telephone
charges, lt also means that someone with bulle-
tin board software could bring it along to a QL
show or user group meeting for new users to
learn how to access it without worrying too
much about the cost of the telephone calls This
would, though, require a slight software modifi
cation to the BBS software to allow lor the way
ring tones are handled, since this device is of
course not a real telephone line. Although this
device will not be commercially available, it
appears that Graham would be prepared to
build them to order: and a limited number have
already been built for local user group useage.
The device has already been demonstrated at

Graham's local user group in the Nottingham
area in England, when Derek Stewart brought
his BBS system along for demonstration. Gra-
ham will supply this device (it doesn't yet have a
namel) on request for [23 00. Although pro

duced primarily for QL users, Graham says that
his device will in principle work with any com-
puter or modem. Further information from

Graham Underwood, 28 Sime Slreet, Worksop,
Nolls., England, S80 lTD. Tel.01909-531405,

QL loday



NEII/S IROM QUBBESOFT PIE
ln addition to supplying collections of QL soft

ware and clipart on HD disk and EZ 135 car
tridge, Qubbesoft can now also supply them on
lomega Zip 100K cartridges for QXL/QPC users
with lomega Zip drives on their systems.

The literature ccllection formerly known as
EZ-Literature has been renamed to the ilectro
nic Book Library as a result. This cartridge con-
sists of a multitude of classic novels, religious
material and information files.

Qubbesott PID soon hope to launch a second
cartridge of Line Design clipart, to add to the
existing collection, watch Qubbesoft's adverts
for delails.

lssue 24 of their catalogue is out at the time
of writing, with issue 25 imminent, probably avai"
lable by the time you read this. Some programs
previously available from PROGS have now
been kindly released to the PD scene, these
include The Painter and QRactal, the pointer
driven graphics and f ractals prograrns, The
future of The Clipart package is as yet
undecided

Bruce Nicholls' Screen Dazzler program, pre-

viously a commercial package from Quo Vadis
Design and before that, DJC, has now been
kindly donated to the PD scene

Qubbesoft have release their 15th disk of
general PD/Freeware software. As usual, it con-
sists of 10 programs, mostly requiring pointer
environment. The programs include Q tyes
(recently reviewed in QL Today), a pop-up Calcu-
lator Minefield game, and Phil Jones' Grabit
screen copying utility, now in a version able to
handle all Aurora screen sizes. Ron says that
PD16 will soon be available, again consisting of
10 programs requiring pointer environment.

Disk Specials 44, Archivers Controi Panel by
Thierry Godefroy, has been updated to version
3.3 (see news column in the last issue). This
package provides a pointer driven front end for
Zip and other archiving utilities

PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) - see Tim Swen-
son's review in a previous issue - is also now
available from Qubbesoft P/D. Describing this as
'the program governments may prefer you not
to use', Ron Dunnett describes this file encryp-
tion utility as being one of the most secure
around.

Jonathan Hudson's port of Ghostscript is now
up to v3 33, available f rom Qubbesoft P/D as a

nine disk set, previously a six disk set, including
executables, documentaiion, fonts and source

code The package can now use high quality

GNU fonts, apparently. Ron says that the sour'
ces include some code for handling JPEG gra-
phics, the compression system used for storing
compressed photographs, so some enterprising
QL programmer could probably make use of
these in graphical applications. {Rumour has it
that a QL programmer in the north of [ngiand is

working on a QL/PC graphics conversion
package, along the lines of Graphics Workshop
on the PC, though this project is rumoured to be
high quality commercial software raiher than PD

software).
lf there appears to have been a flurry of acti

vity on the PD f ront frorn Qubbesoft PID
recently, it is because Ron is now being assisted
by Graham Underwood, leaving Ron free to
concentrate on hardware developments.

Qubbesoft are now about to produce a

second batch of Aurora cards, following a slight
delay. The Goldfire expansion unit is now in

prototype form, having received samples of the
processor and disk controller chips, though they
are still waiting for a chip used in the power
supply The Ethernet card has been put on hold
to allow work to be focused on getting the
Goldfire card to market in the early autumn,

following delays caused by project designer
Nasta's month spent working in America The
Aurora bidirectional parallel port, being designed
by Di-Ren, is still not yet available

COLOUR DRIVERS: Ron Dunnett offers his
personal apologies for the delay in releasing
the 256 colour mode drivers. Work is going on,

and they'll be released as soon as possible.
The delay is unfortunately out of Subbesoft's
control, says Ron.

News from W. N. Richardson & Co.
Bill Richardson informs us thai he has acquired

a sizeable number of unused or little used QL
circuit boards. These would be ideal for building
into a cased system, or to keep as spare parts

for your main QL. Bill hopes to sell these at
realistic prices, from t20 to t50, depending on

condition, R0M version etc, so watch his

adveris for details. Bill also attends most QL
shows and workshops, so call by his stand to
inspect the boards if you want one with a parti-

cular ROM version or spare part on board,
W N, Richardson & Co., Woodpeckers, 6

Ravensmead, Chalfont St. Peter Bucks, SLg
0NB. Tel/Fax 01494-871319
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TCP/ lF News
Kresimir Saric's work on producing a TCP/IP

system for the QL, which could eventually lead

to a news client, email client and in due course a
full Web browser: has unfortunately got a little
bogged down due to the Croatian author's
day-job pressures, so the project is running

behind schedule. The author is writing the
implementation in assembler rather than merely
porting over a C source applicaticn, for speed
reasons.

1--^t ^* rr^,J^.,.,^^,J ;^ r^^l^^,J ;^ ,^^^,+^z:l +^\ltdildilt uiluul wuuu illtil8tdilu r> rupur ruu ru

be liaising between Quanta and Kresimir Saric in

Croatia on the proiect, which is seen as valuable
to the QL's future. lf QL users are able to use
their QLs directly to send email and access the
Web, this could obviate the need for some QL
users to have a PC at all, since many just use
their PCs for what the QL currently cannot do. lt
would also mean that in future the QL related
Web sites could in fact be QL originated,
whereas most are origlnated on other
computers at the moment.

.,lust Wordsl
The new JUST WORDSI address and tele-

phone number are'
Geoff Wicks, 28 Ravensdale, Kingswood,

Basildon, Essex SS16 sl-ll,.i.

Tel: 01258 - 281825
I apologise to both customers and traders

who may have found the JUST WORDSI ser-
vice less efficient than usual over the last few
weeks as a result of my unexpected move
back to the UK for domestie reasons" Over a

period of almost 3 months I had no access to
the JUST WORDSI stock, administration and
source code.

Thanks are due lo Quo Vadis Design and

QBranch who helped to keep JUST WORDSI
alive during this difficult period.

Geoff Wicks

QBranch News
For just e15.00, QBranch will supply Aurora

users with The Braquet, a two piece black
plastic bracket for mounting an Aurora board
into a PC tower case.

QBranch can also supply black binders suita-
ble for holding copies of QL Today. The black
two ring binders cost 16.50 plus 11.00 postage
and packing, and will hold the 6 issues of a

single volume, says Roy Wood. He also says he
can supply back issues of QL Today for thosE

who may not have subscribed since issue 1, or
who may have lost single issues.

The pointer drlven home accounts program

QCount, written by John Miller previously

described in these pages is now available from

QBranch at last, price t25.00. Unfortunately, Roy
Wood says that there is no lurther news 0n
work on the ZB8 file transfer package and the
Route-Master type application for the QL.

Finally, Roy Wood says he has 5 complete QL
User Guides to clear to make room in his house,
All he wants for these is the eosl of postage"

These complete manuals are a lltile dilficult to
obtain nowadays, so contact Roy quickly if
you'd like on of the five availablel

QBranch, P O. Box 7, Portslade, Fast Sussex,
BN41 2ND

Tel, 01273-386030 Fax, 01273-381577
x

Just Words8
Geoff Wrcks

Astute readers may have noticed that JUST
WORDSI advertising has disappeared from QL
Today. I do not know wheiher this is an occa-
sion {or sorrow or celebration. Sorrow is always
present when a regular advertiser disappears
from a magazine. lt is something to which QL
users are accustomed. Celebration is also
appropriate on this occasion because JUST
WORDS! has achieved its aim and has shown
QL software to be still viable.

ln the first issue of QL Today I wrote about my
ideas in running JUST WORDSI and quoted
Dilwyn Jones,

'Rather than have just a very small number of
major suppliers, more small companies or indivi-
duals will be able to afford to promote and sell
their own products.'

Since I wrote the article events on the QL
scene seem to have moved in ihe opposite
direction with QBranch taking over Miracle's
marketing and Quo Vadis Design's soflware, but
my experience would indicate Dilwyn's analysis
of the situation was still correct. From the begin-
ning I had no plans to become a 'multinational',

but wished to remain a small, specialist software
house.

JUST WORDSI proved to be a viable project,

although there were two financial complications.
The software was, for historical reasons, sltghtly
underpriced but this appears to have been
compensated by the volume of sales The

h Qt- Fodcy ry



bundling of the programs into the "Words

Package' and the 'Writer's Pack' at a discount
price has proved io be a successful marketing
{echnique. Over a half of my customers have
bought all three programs.

More serious for the viability of JUST WORDSI

was the closure of IQLR Like many other QL
liaders I had paid for a year's advertising with
no relurn. The closure of IQLR had coincided
with an unexpected major loss at a QL show,
and this was the point at which I almost
abandoned the proiect lnstead I decided that
QL Traders rnust take the initiative and wrote to
Jochen that every crisis is a challenge. We have
survived many QL crises in the past and should
survive this one.
I was well rewarded {or my perseverance.

Although software usually does not sell well in

the summer: the next few months proved to be
the most profitable in the JUST WORDSI history,
By the end of the year I had easily covered
costs and had there been no IQLR loss would
have made a comfortable profit. The disadvan-
tage of high sales is that you soon reach satura-
tion point the point at which most people who
are going to buy a product have already bought

't. 
JUST WORDSI has now reached this point

and advertising is no longer viable.
JUST WORDSI software has sold well, even

though fewer than 1 QL user in 10 has bought it,

which shows that the QL can still support
specialist software. I have proved a small soft-
ware house can maintain a high advertising pro

file for over a year and still be profitable.
JUST WCRDSI will not be disappearing from

the scene. Although there are no new products
in the pipeline, time permitting, the existing pro
grams will be developed and improved. QL THF
SAURUS would beneflt from a pointer environ
ment version and STYLE CHFCK may be ready
lor a rewrite to take advantage, among other
things, of high resolution screens.

JUST WORDSI was not an official trading
name, and I did not have a separate 'business'

bank accouni, The name gave an identity to rny

software. lt was short, snappy, and embraced
several concepts "Just Words. in English often
means an empty promise, which invited users
and reviewers to write ihat the software was
better than the name implied. QL Tcday's editor
fell rnto this trap in the first issue of QL Today
when he wroie, "......referred to in his literature as
'Just Words', rather understating the quality of
his software.' More seriously 'Just' in the mea-
ning of 'Only" identified the programs as soft-
ware for writers and word lovers, and in the
meaning of "Right' indicated that it helped the

user to find the correct word.
[arlier this year there was an unfortunate

hiccup in the JUST WORDSI progress as a

resuit of rny domestic situation. A Dutch court,
following an administrative muddle, gave me
three working day's notice of a preliminary
hearing of divorce proceedings and then lost
my letter asklng for an adjournrneni. They
proceeded in my absence claiming that my
lelter had not arrived in time, which as ii had
been sent by registered post, I could prove was
a lie. The practical effect was that I was unable
to get access to my stock, records and source
code for almost 3 months, which disadvantaged
me, other traders and clients. I am sorry to all

who were inconvenienced by this, and grateful
that sales could continue via Quo Vadis Design
and Q3ranch.

Legally JUST WORDSI can now sue the Dutch
state for damages. What an interesting thoughtl
A QL trader sueing the Kingdom of the
trletherlandsl
g

The ecmpetitlonl
With this issue, not only are we giving away a

cover disk, but also the very last ProForma Font

Pack from those nice people at PROGS in

Belgium The licence they took out for the Font

Pack has now expired and this will be the last
ever copy from PROGSI
For anyone who uses Proforma or

Prowess-based software such as Line Design,
this Font Pack gives you 100 high quality fonts
to add to those supplied with your software.
The pack has been sold by PROGS for 3,000
Belgian Francs (about 160),

What do you have to do to win this pack?

For some time, l've been thinking that calling
us 'QL users' may not be good enough lately,
what with all the emulators about, what with the
Aurora and so on. So what l'd like is a new
collective noun to describe Ql-ers lt has to be
short, catchy and recognisable. The most origi-
nal and apt term coined will be rewarded with
this, the last of the Pro{orma Font Packs. What's
more, if we get a good enough response, we
may even throw open the decision on who wins
the readership in the next lssue.

The closing date is, therefore, August 30th
1997.

Please send all entries to Dilwyn Jones at the
address inside the front cover
x
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Envelop€r
list of DATA siatements at the end oi the pro-

gram, Simply load the envelopes to be printed
into the envelope feeder on the Deskiet. Thls
program will prove useful when a maiiing list or
circular needs to be sent to everyone in the list

on a regular or occasional basis, but please not
that there is no facility to select individual
names/address from the list for printing.

Darren Branagh

A simple little basic program for printing a list

of names and addresses 0n a HP Deskjet 500
printer The names and addresses are held in a

l-00 CLS; CLS#0:PAPER 0:INK 7:CLS
]-10 PRINT Ii EN\IELOPE PRINTER''
120 PRINT ll ==========------rr\\
130 OPEN #3, serl : BPUT #3,27,38,LA7,57,71 :REMark HP 500
140 lNK /r:PRINT ' KEY rtA'r FOR COp${ffi{ITY ATXRT LfST,'\' }mY nS'' FOR S"P.C"A"
LISTi :INK 7
145 PRINT \\: pRrNT '' ENSURE ENVELOPE rS CORRICTLY "\r' LOADAD rN PRINTER, (LEFT
JUSTTFTED, r\n PRESS BoTH FEED BUTT0NS TOGE?I{AR "\" T0 IOAD THE ENVELOPE) "\\
150 a$ = INIGY${*1)
160 IF a$ == "S'' TI{EN
L7B RESTORE 32767:REMark top of SPCA data
180 t$ - " Co. Wieklow S. P. C . A. rr

190 ELSE
2AA RESTORE

zLA t$ - rt Community Alerttr
220 END ]F
230 READ n : PRINT t$lnlttEnvelopes"\\
24oFoRj=1Ton
2r0 PRrNT #3,t$ \\\\\\\
26A PR]NT t$ \\\\
270 FORk=1T05
280 READ a$ : INK 6:PRINT #3, T0 33; a$
298 PRINT T0 10; a$ :INK 7
3OO END FOR K

37A BPUT #3, 27,72
320 XND FOR j
330 PRINT \\\\"FTNTSHED! rr\\\
3 40 REMark J*****l(*X* ** J(X *'****X*"XXj(****
3'A DATA 22
360 DATA trMr. Andrew Cul1en, u, u"rrrBrockagh. nr rtrr, trrr

370 DATA ttSgt. Tim Croninrtrr rrMullinaveiguerrt, rrRoundwood, ttrrr0o" hlicklow"ttr rtt
380 DATA rrMr Hugh Cullen, trrrrCullentra,rr,ttRathdrum, ttr "Co. Wieklow"tt, xn

390 DATA rrMr Pat Cullen, rr, rrtr, rrlaragh E.r?, ntt, nn

l*00 DATA rtGarda Richard Galvin, rrrrr0arda Siochana,rr,ttRathdrum,tt, tt0o. Wieklow.!r, tr!i

410 DATA ltMr John &odden, rrr nil,ttGlendalough.tt, lrtt, nrr

/,.20 DATA ttMr Liam Hawkins, rr, trrr, trAnnamoe. tt, trrt, rrrr

430 DATA rrur Seamus Holden, tr, trrrr rrlaragh" ttr rtrr, rirr
4/-0 DATA ttMr llillie Kavanagh, tt, rrtr, ttl(nockfinn. ttr rrrr, r!tr
/r5O Onfg. nMr Pat Ke11eher, rrr rr:ir trGlendaloughrt, rtii, nn

460 DATA I'Mr Finian McEvoy, rr, trt:rtrlaraghttr rrtr, trrt

/r70 DATA ttMrs Kate McGrath, rr, rrrrr'rKilifinttr rttr, rrtr
/+80 DATA ttMr Tommy McGuirk, tt, uu, trlaraghtt, ?rrt, !irr

490 DATA ttMrs Kathleen Merrigan, rrrttArd-na-Grei-ne, ttr tsKilifin. tt, tr?r, rrrr

500 DATA rrMr Thonas Miley, rtr rrn, nlaragh E. nr rttt, lrn

510 DATA ttMr Brendan Murray, rt , rt rr, rrGlennacnas$ 
" 
tr, tr rr, rr rr

520 DATA rrMr Sean No1an, ri, rrrtrrrPost Office" tr, trit, rrtr

530 DATA tfMr Paddy 0 I Gorman, tr, nArd Bracken, rr, rrBallard, rr, itRathdrum, tr , ttCo " I{ickLow. tt

540 DATA trXr Tony 0tsullivanr rirrrCombe P;metr,rrGlennacnass"ttr rrtt, tttr

550 DATA rrMr & Mrs Pa5me, rr,rtBallinacorbegrtt,ItA.nnanoe. rt, rrrt, rrrr

560 DA?A ItFr. Noel Re;molds, u,tt$t. Kevinrs, ffrrrlaraghtr, trtrr rtrr

570 DATA ttSgt" Pat Stapleton, tt,ttGarda Siochana,rtrrrRoundwood, rt, tt0o. Wickl-ow,tt,ttt'
580 REMark Start SPCA DATA
K
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QLAY - Another QL
Ernr rlafnr $ar Df'eLlI|tllgL\rl l\rfi I ru at

Review by Trmothy Swenson

QLAY is a QL emulator lor MS*DOS or Win95

recently released by Jan Venema. lt was
announced in the newsgroup comp.sys,sinclair
Upon seeing the announcement, I quickly down-
loaded the program fronr Jan's web page QLAY
:- r-^ ^. J 

-^, 
, L ^ r-^^1. , J:^r-;L, .+^l -rL-^

15 lleewdle dilu ilrdy uu iluury ur5uluutcu. lilc
program comes as a ZIP file and is extracted
using PKUNZIP QLAY is at version 0 7 so it at

the'proof of concepi'stage of development,
I first tried QLAY on a 386/33 with only I

Megs of memory. lt quickly failed. The short
documentation that comes with QLAY says that
the minimal configuration is a 386 with 16 Meg
of memory. Next I tried it on a 4B6/66 with i6
Meg. Within a few seconds, there was the
lamiliar f IlF7 screen. Using a VGA monitor: the
aspect ratio was perfect. lt looked just like the

QL screen. The documentation said that a

486/66 runs the emulator at the speed of a

standard Qt. To get any speed equal to a Gold

Card you will probably need a fairly fast Pentium,

Like other QL emulators, namely QLEM, QLAY
has the QL ROM stored in a separate file, This
allows il to load in different ROMs lf you have
the ToolKit ll ROM code stored in a file, you can
merge it with the QL ROM that comes wiih
QLAY and get the full TKll extensions. The
documentation details how this is done.

QLAY only supports MDV* for files or devices,
It does not yet support SER, FLP or NtT
Microdrives are 17BK MS'DOS files that QLAY
can treat like a Microdrive. QLAY comes with
three example MDV- files; EXAMPLE MDV
TMPTYDSK.MDV and QUILLMDV lf you need
additional MDV files, just copy EMPTYDSK MDV
to another file and you have another 

.formatted'

Microdrive cartridge. You tell QLAY which MDV
file to load when it starts. lt supports up to B

different MDV files. To load QLAY with the
QUILL.MDV file and EXAMPLT.MDV you execute
QLAY this way,

QI,AY -IQUILL.MDV *2EXAMPLE.MDV

QUILI.MDV becomes MDVI- and
EXAMPLE,MDV becomes MDV2*. You can also
make the Microdrive file read-only write-pro'
tected) by adding an R in -IRQUILL.MDV

QLAY supports both 12BK and 76BK versions

&L Fodap

of a QL. Adding the -S argument runs QLAY in

768K mode. QLAY also supports different reso-
lution modes using a -D argurnent. Mode 1

gives the best aspect ratio, but is lhe slowesi
mode. The PC screen modes sizes are'

Mode 0 320x200x256
Mode I 350x640x16
Mode 2 400x640x256
Mode 3 480x640x256
[/ode 4 800x600
The documentation says that QLAY rnay

choose io ignore the mode settings you give it,
Since QLAY comes with a Microdrive file with

QUILL, I had to try this. I executed the program

3S:

QLAY _I-QUILL.MDV

QLAY fired up and popped up the FIl72
screen. I pressed Fl and withing a few seconds
the QUILL loading screen came up. Then soon
QUILL itself come up. lt looked exactly as it
does now as l'm typing this article into QUILL,

QLAY does not come with any program to get
a QDOS file inta an tulS-DOS .MDV file. I expect
in the future it will. Since QLAY does not support
SER devrces, you can not print out what you

type into QUILL This means that QLAY is not
ready to be used as a tully working QL.

This version of QLAY is not ready for prime

time. lt is a good beta program that shows that
the core part of the emulator has been wriiten
and works. The next step is to add the features
that make QLAY usable as a QL.

I don't see QLAY as a serious threat to QPC. I

see QPC as a complete replacement of a
(Super) Gold Card QL, Cnce QLAY is more
developed, I see it as being equal to a QL with
a liump Card. With only 768K, you are not
going to be running Ghostscript on QLAY ll
QLAY continues development, it will be a good
alternative to anybody that has a PC and only
needs a liump Card-level QL. With my Gold
Card QL, QPC takes me into the future, QLAY
takes me into the past. And being Freeware, you

really can't beai ihe price of QLAY
QLAY is available from Jan Venerna at

http :/lw w w.inter. nl. net/h cc/A. J awVenem a

n

VT eode striBpel"
Jonafhan Hudson

Following lan Pizer's note about removing
unwanted control codes from text captured



from VT100 or ANSI bulletin boards or the
internet, here's a small 'C' source that rernoves
(the vast majority of) such escape ccdes.

#include <qdos.hr

;il;il;;,; ;;;;;il--
x (every office party should have one)

x ex vtstrip, infile, outfile

* comli1e as: qec -0 -o vtstrip vtstrip.e
x (or vbatever cc and -c files are ca11ed on your 06)

x conpiles to all of 1lJ6 by'tes

int rnain (int ac, ebar xxav)

i-nt rn = ERR--BP,;

long stdin, stdout;
ehar xsp;
short nc;

sp=x(av+1);
if((nc = x((short x) sp)) == 2)

t
unsigned char c, inesc = 0;

sP += 2i
stdin = x(long x)sp;
sp += 4;
stdout = x{1ong x)sp;

while(io-fbyte(stdin, -1, (char x) &c) == 0)

{
if(inesc)
i

if(c r ';' && e != 'l')
i

inesc = 0;

]

if(c == 27)

i
inesc = 1i

]
else
{

io-sbyte (stdout, -1, (char)e);

]
]

]
rn-0;

]
returr rn;

int(x-6s1*rt)0=nain;
w

Ct Buttons and futouseso

*My Shont Soot, Or Why
!DO'r
Al Boehrn

The debate in QL Today on whether to button
0r not has caused me to reconsider the way my

system is set up. I came to the conclusion that
.",L;t^ T),,+r^-^ ^-^ -^^ll., ^^^l ^^,J L^^J,, {^.wllllu DUttull5 dlu ledlly ilgdt dr ru Irdr ruy rul

many people, they are not for me. On the other
hand rny alternate DC method has parts that
others may find useful. The listing and explana-
tion of Jochen Merz's boot in Vol. 1, No. 1 of QL
Today was an eye opener I have used a lot of it,
but not in rny bootl

$tr1-lv
Some background 0n how I use the QL is

needed. At work, behind me, I have a PC with a
QXL installed. On my desk in front is a MAC
PowerBook with Q-Emulator installed. I also
have access via either net to a large variety of
main frame and supercomputers. I do a lot of
programmlng (l have written over 100K lines of
SuperBasic) which has to be transferred to
others for use on PC, MAC, Silicon Graphics, or
other systems. These are typically algorithrns
written in SBasic {or SuperBasic} and converted
lo C, Fortran, or whatever for use on olher
sysiems Nothing, whaiever the cost, beats
SBasic for rapid algorithm development and

checking.
The main reason this is true is the fast turn

around of debugging/exploratory runs. On the

QXL, I can easily average over 10 runs in a
minute each one fixing some bug or trying a
different fiiiing scheme t0 a curve. With
CodeWarrior the top ol the line, really good
MAC programming environments, I do good to
get four turn arounds per minute. I mess with
POKTS and system variable only when I have
to. Nevertheless, I frequently lock up the system.
Thus, a fast boot-up for me is essential. My QXL
boots up in 7 seconds. Cornpare that with
Windows 95 or the MAC which can take over a

minute!

HO!( TC DO IT
D0 is a -lbokkit ll command that starts

execution of an unnumbered SuperBasic file, lt
can be emulated without Toolkit ll by using

-x/

)
else
i

1& Q'l- Fadcy w



rem QXt A0OT" if ver$(1)rZ.'14 for SMSQ/E 22 May 1996
IF ver${1} >2.69 then 0S$=tSMSQE' :else 0S$=tgggqt
IF 0S$='SMSQET then H0T*G0; kbd*table US:LRESPR winl-j-nit_SDump_rxt
IF 0S$='SMSq' then TK2-ext:LRESPR wittL-uti1-ptr-gen:LRESPR winLutil*wman
I r.ecnr r"rin1 ini f nl nndref hin--1-

data-use wi.n2-basic*: prog-use winl-BOOTS-
ALTIGY rur, rdata-use win2-basic-:prog-use winl-boots-t r' o

ALTIGY 'Q" 'ED Qfind(q1g) r, r r

ALTI{EY I w t, t WINDO\I 5L2, 22A, 0, 0 ; WIND AW#z u J12, 22A, A, A :

I'IIND0I{#Or 5L2,36,A,228: paper 2:ink 7:paper#214; ink#2,0:paper#Or0; ink#Or4:CLS;
cls#Or, r r

ALTIGY I T" ILIINDO!il

255,220r255r0:WINDAW#2,255,220,0,0:WINDOI'I#O,512,36,0r220:paper 2zink 7:paper#2rl+:
ink#2,0 : paper#O, 0 : ink#0,4: CLS: CLS#Z: CLS#O r, t I

ALTIGYTb r, twindow 5721256 r0, 0:paper 0: cls :window 572 r22A,0r0t r t t

ALTIGY rcrrrfor i-i- = 0 to 2:csize#i*i*r1r1t,tt
HTNnnu 11) 2)n n n.IJTilmnw#) 11 ) ))fi n n.ilTilrnnfi4n 41 2 eA n ??r't.nanar ).\nk n.vrv.ry-.rsvt.tt*r/+-ttupvtvtvt/L*t/vt

paper#2, 4 : ink#Z,0 : paper#0, 0 : i-nk#O, 4 : CLS : CLS#0

MERGF. The file can be very long. Also DO's
can be chained; the last line of one DO file can
DO another file. lt can be used in programs, but
when it rs done, execution stops. So DOs in
programs are limited to terminating actions like,

DO WlNl-Print-errors or D0 WlNl-TydyUp

Most of the time, the QXL is started with
SMSQE which has added capabilities But this
boot can handle either SMSQ or SMSQE by
checking the installed versions,

By setting QL$ equal to a name, the ALTKEY
q is handy for repeated EDs to a procedure 0i'
function which is under development Qfind is a
QloadQref function that returns the line number
of a name Aside from setting ALTKHYS for
windows {note ALTKIY b erases the screen ),

the only oiher important thing that is set is

PROG-USE winl*boots which allows a DO to
apply to the directory called B00TS

Which I only use occasionally and certainly
would forget how to type in the proper
commands to start it The QLIB file is a boot for
Qliberator which is why the DO files are kept in

a directory called bootsl Even if you have a long
boot like Jochen's, it is useful to have a

directory of boots for those prograrns y0u

where Print-errors is a file you made to print

some debug values and TydyUp is a file you
made to close files, etc.

However my main use of DOs is io boot only
those things that are needed for a given
computer session. trhus, my QXL boot is short,

Thus, my boot only does the bare necessities.
What if I need to start Xchange 0r use FiFi to
find a file?

A TAII-ORED BOCIT
To start the editor ARCED, I type DO arced.

Which is not much shorter than tX
WlNl-UTIL-arced, Bui one does not need to
rernember what directcry arced is in. Plus there
are other versions of ARCED with various sized
windows - EGA, etc.) Futhermore, starting some
programs requires additional things to be done.
For example, to stari Qliberater: I type D0 QLIB.
The QLIB lile is,

rarely use or for various default versions of a
program. Give them easily recognized names
which you can D0.

Generally I only rnulti-task 5 or so programs at
a time so that cycling through them with
CTRL-C is no problem. Plus programs like FiFi

load so rapidly, I DC it, use it, then end it

REMark: To initj-a1iae hot key running of Qliberator
AtTKgY rrrrtliberate rrraml runtt:qw ttraml*Qlibtrrtrram1-runrt:qw trraml_rsnrtr, r t

COPY rrwin2*QllB-obj u T0 t'raml*QllB-obj'o
PRINT #0, "Q-Liberator Loading ... "
LRESPR twi-n2-Q1ib*sys t

QLIB-USE raml-.rram1*

t1&L Fodey



Admittedly, Buttons would make selection of a

program faster

THE CHRISTMAS TREE EFFECT

AND A/1Y PCOR FYFS
When there is a major breakdown in an aircraft

cockpit, so rnany red warning lights go on that it
is difficult to lind the one that is really important
and if not attended to will cause you to crash.
Aircraft safety engineers call this the Christmas
liee tffect Ed Tufte in his books 'The Visual

Display of Quantitative lnlormation' and 'Envislc-

ning lnformation" warns about chartjunk, visual

vibrations, and the eye o{ the viewer having to
move back and forth between areas. He has

also written a pamphlet 'Visual Design of the
User lnterface'which should be required reading
for anyone designing a computer interface. I will
quote just one grain of wisdom from it, "... a
complexity of marks generates an exponential
complexity of {falsely perceived) shapes Nearly
all the time, such surplus visual activity is dis
information, clutter noise.'

Thus, I leel justified in having only one thing
(no buttons) on my screen at one time. 0n the
other hand, the QL buttons appear to me ta be
of a better design than that of Windows or MAC
icons. Furiher: when I was 23, I remember doing
my calculus homework with my young children
crawling all over me. Now that I am 54, even a

quiet radio in the next room causes me to lose
focus ln addition, recently I have had to undergo
eye surgery. Bless Jan Jones, Sir Clive, or who
ever it was that implimented CSIZE in Super-
Basic. Wiihoui ihe large leiiers, I could not have

continued to work.

The point I am trying to make rs that people
are different and what is smart looking to one is
distracting to another Of course, both are right.
So my advice is to keep improving the Buttons
but don't expect everyone to use them.

TOUCHING AND THT MOUSE
When you first learn to play a piano, a guitar

etc. you tend t0 look at your fingers. The
trouble with that is, you lose track of where you
are in the musical score, (Of course some
people play by ear) lf you don't touch type, you
have to look at the keyboard to find the right
letter Not only does this slow you down, the
constant looking back and forth causes not only
mistypes but also more logic errors. lf you don't
touch type, one of the smartest things you can

do is to use one ol the QL touch typing pro-
grams - ihey are good, easy (even fun) to use,

and they work. You'll thank me lor it.
The mouse does away with lack of touch

typing to some extent in that one does not
have to look at the mouse, only at the mouse
cursor However a mouse has problems of its
own, The most critical to me is that it fcrces
your fingers away from the touch typing home
keys. Thus, slowing you down when you go
back to typing.

On the other hand, if you don't touch tvpe but
do have an efficient graphical interface, the
mouse is the tool of choice. Since most people
don't touch type, it is no wonder there are so
many mousesl 0f course, a mouse or other
type of hand input is needed for sketching. I

have a mouse. But I don't have it hooked up for
the QXLI

The developers of such pointer environment
programs such as QD are to be praised that
they allow the option of keystroke inputs for
such as l. lJochen's commenf: thanks, A!, for
pofnffng ouf sueh an interesfing waSr ! guess f

have to madify my EOOT now affer having
read your arlrcle. The aim of the Poinfer
Fnvironment is to please mosf people - mouse
and non-mouse users, people who like to use
menus and people who wanf the aclion on a
srngle keystroke.l
m

Nibbles snd Quibbles
Derek Pope

lntrod uction
As I work with various bits of software and

read my way through magazines, I often
scribble notes about things on which I feel
inclined to comment. Once l've built up a few
scribbles, it's time to do something with them
so this time, I've decided to send them to QL
Today. I've entitled this Nibbles and Quibbles
because I hope there are a few useful bits of
information in here {the nibbles), the quibbles are
probably self evident but not to be taken too
seriously.

QPACg
l've seen a number ol people usrng this

interesting piece of software and often played
with it myself at our Dorset subgroup meetings.
It seems to provide many of the things I want

regZ &[- frodey



from a 'desktop'but there are some strange bits
missing,

a). Why is there no option io change the
media name on the label on a disk?

b). Why is there no option to copy one disk to
anoiher subdirectories and all? lThis would be a
pretfy useful fealurel However Diskmale and
eueshelj allow you to do fhis easily - Fdifori

Does no-one else ever need to do these
ihings? OK, l've writien basic programs to
handle both of them but they would seem to be
obvious items to include in the package when it
is next being extended.

lncidentally I saw in the last Quanta magazine
that there is a recent new version to provide
more channel inlorrnation to SMSQ/I users but
no indication as to how existing users get
updates, Do they?

tExisting users can gef updates from "iochen
Merz Software or OBranch - Edltorl

Toolkit I and SMSA/E
Although l've read it through several tirnes, I

still find myself making reference to the original
Sinclair'QL User Guide'. Slnce I also use a lct of
the facilites in Toolkit 2 I also reference the
manual for that from time to time and find the
layout {l have the Super Gold Card version)
annoying to the point of frustration.

I've scanned through the documentation for
SMSQ/E and that adds in a lot of new {and
exiting) facilites but if I buy SMSQ/I I will have
three sets of manuals to claw my way through.
Has anyone produced a composite manual of
the facilities now available?

I know that QL World started to print pages
for a new manual which incorporated all of the
current keywords but it stopped when the
publicaiion folded and I am not aware that there
is any comprehensive QL manual available.

fReaders: lef us know if there is any rnterest
- if so, we may starl doing ifll

Modern 3.5" Diskette Drives
I have seen items suggesting that the latesi

breed ol 3.5 disk drives do not have ihe ability
to switch between drive 0 and 1 (or 2 and 3)
because most PC's now only ever have one
floppy drive so there is no need.
I recently bought two new Mitsumi 1.44M8

bare drives {15 pounds + VAT) lrom a local
computer store to flt in as replacements for a
pair of old 720K drives which had become very
unreliable.

w &L Fodcg x3

The new drives didn't have an obvious
mechanism for switching between 0 and I so I

tried the PC trick of cuiting the cable and
twisiing the appropriate set of leads, all to no
avail as I should have expected {l've seen
articles which say it doesn't work in the past).

There was a thin steel plate which was
"sprung" intc place over the one face af the
drives and I decided to remove that to see what
was beneath. Lo and behold there were two
pairs of llny connectors at the rear of the drive
marked'DSO' and'DSl"

Not a job I should have undertaken with rny

tinsmith's soldering iron in one hand and
magnifying glass in the other (l did say they
were tiny) but I managed to unsolder the one
connection and gum up the other and it works, I

now have a flpl- and flp2- which have doubled
my disk capacity.

I would recommend anyone who is dubious
abcut soldering to persuade (pay) someone
else to do it for them {don't ask me, please - I'rn
still having nightmares about it) and I don't know
whether other drives have the capability but I

would be surprised if they don't.

(Super) Gold eard
0n the subiect of dual disk drives, surely it is

possible with the lead from one of the above to
cut and twrst a couple of connections to
achieve the same result?

The Super Gold Card manual shows the
conneciors with four drive select lines and I

would have ihought that a bit of surreptitious
cutting and swapping of these lines would
achieve the desired result.

But bewarel I don't have a clue what I'm

talking about when it comes to hardware so
don't try it unless you know what you are doing

Dorset Subgroup
ln the list ol 'Clubs' mentioned in the last but

one QL World (issue 4 ol volume 1) there was
no mention of the Quanta Dorset subgroup so I

thought I would provide some information,

Quanta Dorset Subgroup
c/o John Mason (Quanta commitee)
or Derek Pope {01202-889070)

[/eetings at Merley Social Club
Harrier Drive, Merley, Wimborne,
Dorset, England



Second Sunday of every month at 2,30. Visitors
welcome, all comers pay 1 pound which helps
pay for the room and provides tea or coffee
and biscuits.

DORIS
My son worked for a while at Poole reference

library and offered to put an entry about the
group onto 'DORIS', the DORset lnformation
System which is run by the county council.

Since the entry went on to the system some
three years ago i have had numerous enquiries
about the club (mostly from PC usersl) and I

wonder whether other Counties have similar
facilites and whether they are used for publicity

by the other subgrcups?

DORIS is on display through Prestel ternninals
in all of the local public libraries but there is also
a dial-up facility for anyone who has a Prestel
[mulation. The number is 01242'22500 for
anyone in the Bournemouth area or
01305-22500 for people at the other end o{ the
County {Dorchester}.

Frett'y Frinting
OK, I can program round it but why !sn't there

a facility in SuperBasic {not even in SMSQ/I as
far as I can see] to specify simple lustilication
(left as normal, centre or right)? A new keyword
of JUSTIFY with parameters of {optional}
channel number followed by 0 or 1 ar 2 would
suffice.

The print routine knows where the next
character is to be printed and this could be set
at end of line, mid screen or right margin for
parameter I or 2 with a left PAN of that line

being done as each character was inserted.

More Printing
There are lots ol nice facilities in the SMSQ/E

documentation for finding out where you are,
which devices you are processing, how big the
screen is etc but nothing that I can see to tell
me where I will next print to on the screen 0r
whether my display will get scrolled next time
round.

Again, OK I can program round it but I'm sure
many people would find this facility far more
useful than some of the items which are now
available. An option to control auto scrolling
such as an ability to switch on the CTRL F5
facility would be useful to many people I'm sure.
[You can POKF the syslem varfable $33 - set
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rt to $FF to enable screen freeze, or fio 0 {o

disable il - Fdrlorl

Report
Toolkit 2 gives the ability to 'REPORT" to

show the last error but the command gives no
ability to control the output within a message A
funclion which returned ihe text equivaient to a

given message code would seem a useful
facility.

I was interested to see that Jochen's QMTNU
includes lhe FILE-ERROR function which will
report a file error and give a return code if it
wasn't {or other options depending on the
selection). lt seems a pity that it's limited to the
file error messages becuase that would have
been quite useful lf it dealt with all of the error
numbers IFLE-ERROR ean also deal with
"errar poinfers, [e" a pornter to a QDCIS string
wilh bit 31 sef" - Edilorl

We all know that they are in the ROlvl or
SMSQ/E (where they can be tailored to country
code I assume) so what a pity that the poor
programmer has to write code to detail the
errors himself or leave it to 'R[PORT' to put
them wherever it sees fit.

QPC and RAM Disks
I've seen an article which suggested ihat it

was counter-productive to allocate too much
memory to QPC since it slows down the
processing and I wondered whether it would be
advantageous {would it be suppcrted) to use
the PC RAM disk facility {if it's still supplied)
rather than use the Toolkit two or SMSQIE ram
disk i{ temporary storage is required?

It seems to me that this would make good
use of spare memory on those PC's which have
plenty and also the PC code running naturai
would inevitably work faster than that running
as an emulated 68000. I've not tried this myself
because I only have the demo version of QPC
at present and it won't write to anything (that is
the only limitation).

QPC Demo
I mentioned this above and for 5 pounds it is

good value for money and causes me to
consider buying the full version. Assuming that
it continues to be oflered it is well worth looking
at to get a leel for the excellent extensions
which are now available in SBasic in SMSQ/[.

15 Pounds??? Yau ean download it free from
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rnost BBS's or get ft" for exarnple, frorn Jftl5
for 3 !RC's khich is less lhan halfll rncluding
postage & packing. - Edilorl

The main problem I had with the demo was in

getting my PC set up to run it. There are
instructions on the disk but the user is left too
much to her(his) own devices and l'm sure some
people will give up rather than risk ruining their
own PC setup.

I would suggest a second 'bootable' disk be
provided or an 'install' process which builds a

bootable diskette based on the OIS it linds on
the user's hard drive, This would get less expe-
rienced PC users 'up and running' a lot quicker

but siill leave them the option to build a dual

boot option if they wished
You don't get SMSQ/E documentation with

QPC tnot with the demo, but, of course, wilh fhe
full version! - EditorJ but you can always bor-
row someihing to read if you attend QL mee
tings or workshops. I particularly like the ability
to EXecute SBasic programs and pipe output to
input between a succession of programs.

The other interesting facilities which I rnusi
play with are the HISTORY and PlPt devices. lt
is now entirely feasible to write a \rery complex
SBasic suite of programs with a main routine
which loads in code sections to execuie rn

parallel and interchange status data with other
sections. Who needs Java for rnutithreading?

This is much easier to control than trying to
LRUN or merge other code sections dynami-

cally and should enable SBasic programmers tc
produce some extensive programs. The
WAIT-EVINT and SIND-EVINT facilites should
make the intercommunication between co-ope-
ratrng code sections quite straightforward.

SAASQ/E Edir
I was rather surprised (dissapointed?) to see

that the EDIT command seems to have been
subsumed into ED. Although ED and hot-keys
overcome the real need for a single line edit
command I have always lound FDIT useful for
debugging a single line statement which has

caused an errof
Iqually, the AUTO command in SMSQII takes

you directly into ED rather than providing a

prompt. That seems quite sensible but using
AUTO at the start of a SuperBASlC program
without line numbers was always a good way to
load up a succession of SuperBASlC code seg-
ments without having to worry about line

number conflicts.

15 8t lodcy

Viruses
There have been a couple of articles recently

about the inability of the QL community to suf-
fer from viruses and on the original machines
and those extended with Minerva, Trump Card,

Gold Card or Super Gold Card it is true because
the operating system code is built into ROX/ and
cannot be altered.

However the same is not true for SMSQ/E
which is a 'soft' operating system loaded frorn
disk and as such could be modilied by intent or
by accident to produce unwanted effecfs. A
'virus" is a piece of code which attaches itself
to another and modifies it in such a way that
code associated with the virus is executed.

Now, I sincerely hope that no-one in the QL
world has any desire to produce viruses but it

would be as well for software suppliers to start
to consider providing a checking utility on their
supplied 'master' disk, something which the
user could run f rom a "read only' disk to
compare the original with a suspect working
copv would seem to be the minimum.

Finally
I wrote an article in Quanta some tlme back in

which I grunnbled about the lack of an easy inter-
face into the Pointer Enviromnent and the cost of
buying enough EasyPtr bits to make it
worthwhile.

I've been subjected to a fair number of com-
ments since that article and even been accused
of "holding back the development of the QL', i

shall respond to those letters in time but I was
impressed by Dilwyn's articles on QMENU and
bought a copy at the last Bristol workshop,

It's goodl lt provides almost everything I wan-
ted to be able to do from SuperBasic and I

wholeheartedly recommend it for anyone wriiing
SuperBasic programs who wants to build in a
modern look and feel.

Note however that QMTNU is NOT a set of
prograrns to do things for you, it provides a set
of procedures and funclions which you call to
help you to do things for yourself in your own
programs.

As Dilwyn said, the documentation is a bit
short on examples but there are a number of
sample programs there which any new pur-

chaser would do well to play with and read
through with the documentation.

Jochen's documentation says that QMENU is a

I growing product so a last bunch of quibblesl



a) I tend to use blank lines in my menus to
separate options into related groups but QhitNU
puts selection items against the blanks. You

cannot select them (which is reasonable) but it
would look better if they were blanked.
{lf yau use I-JST-SELECT yo{., can inserf

lharnblank enlries or
unavailable - Fditorl

" and make

b) lt is noi at all obvious {maybe l'm stupid)
which parts of the QMENU software supplied are

required and although I managed to work this

out I'm sure other people will have sirnilar
problems for a while.

ilf you have lhe Pointer Environmenl loaded
you need ta load MENU-rexf only. lf your
systern does not "know" lhe OUTLN comrnand
trom any extensfon, load OUTLN-rexf as well.
That's itll

c). Again, a paragraph in the manual or an
'install" program to build a working disk would be
ideal The issue is complicated by having
German and tnglish versions on the disk, (at

least Jochen gives us foreigners the choicel) but
l'm sure twa different routines could be supplied
[As you have to add it to your BAOT anyway
fiust MENt"l on ifs own does not make a lof of
sense, how do we make it aufomatic? We had
yarious BOOT files printed m Q,- Taday, whicf:
shows how different BOOTs are - Edilorl

d), I tend to use a one option PAUSE menu to
give the user time to review a display before
clearing it but it forces a top line display ot
'SELFCT' if I don't provide a first parameter: I

would prefer it to not display the top line; ol
course, other users would have different views!
tThis should nol be too difficulf - Editorl
w

ProWesS programming :

edlin€ power
Joachim Van der Auwera

As you should know by now ProWesS is a
powerful suppcrt environment which includes a

window manager which can be extended by the
user (programmer). This can rnainly be done by
writing extra types so that different objects can
be used in the window Quite a few types
already exist (although many more should be
added, I conld use some help here).

Howeve[ some types also allow their own
functionality to be enhanced. One of the best
examples of this is the edline type. The edline
type allows you to enter a line (or even a fixed
number of lines) of text, There are two variants
of this type You either have to indicate the item
belore you can start typing, or you can always
type (even when the pointer is visible). ln this
last case, you need a mouse to move the
pointer ln principle the programmer determines
which is the preferred kind ol edline, but the
user can overwrile this choice and make sure
that all edlines are of the sarne kind.

The edline type normally allows you to enter
any text, but thrs is often not what you want. ln
many cases, you want to limit the input to only
numbers, or only allow strings which conform to
certain rules The edline type allows you to limit

and/or extend the normal behaviour To do this,
you have to write some 'test' routines, this can
be used to limit input to numbers, to allow
searches while typing {e.g. limiting input t0
words from a dictionary, possibly making
suggestions along the way) and rnany other
things. The exarnple that I will give here is to
input a number using a unit. You can edit the
number and change the unit by pressing the
first letter The choice of units is 'mm", "cm", "in'

or "pt' The unit is displayed as the last two
letters This is for example used in LlNEdesign
v2.10 when entering distances.

The mechanism which allows all this is quite

simple. An edline oblect can be passed a "test'

routine. When the user starts editing in the
edline, the"test' routine is called, and then again
for each key which is pressed in the object. The
'test' routine always gets two parameters, the
object descriptor for the edline, and a structure
which contains some info about the contents of
the edline

=== BfrGINNING 0r CoDE ===
typedef struct {

int naxlength; y'* buffer length of

char xstinsi ,- ;$;:: lltn "t'iog 
*7

int length; /x length of string x/
int cursor; /x cursor Pos, before

cbar key; 
^;:;Tf,l:i'ill'011,."ux/

] nati-netnro;
=== EldD 0r coDE ===

8L loday 1,7



The "test" rouiine can react in three possible
w8!s:

- Give a different meaning to the key which
was pressed. You can change the string which
is displayed and/or the current cursor position.
The function should return .PW_tDLlNE_

TIST-CHANGE". The "Edlinelnfo" may be
rnodified {this is intended}. HoweveI you should
take care that no more than "maxlength' bytes
are used in the string {including ending zerc},
and that "length==strlen{string)".

So let's use this in a real world example. The
input is limited to numbers (with sign and dot),
Vn" nrn rl'.,^',^ ^h^^^^ +h^ ^;^^ h., ^'^^^;^^ "r\./u uoil orvvdyJ ulldilBg Ulg Jtgt tuy ptg>5iltB -

or '+', independent of the cursor position.
Similarly, you can also always change the unit
independently of the cursor posiiion. A decimal
dot can only be inserted in the string when
there is no dot yet {sounds normal).

- Accept the keypress. The function decides
that the keypress is valid and should be reacted
to in the standard way You can also change the
key to something else {e.g. convert to upper
case). ln this case, the function should return.PW-EDLiNF-TEST*ACCIPT-. 

Only the'key'
may be modified in the 

.tdlinelnfo" 
structure

- Discard the keypress, The function decides
that the key which was pressed is not allowEd
in thic nr{linn Thin n-^ {^' ^-^m^l^ h^ , '^^...l +^Ir [ilrJ c;\rilr rc;. r rilJ uoil tut c;^dillptc ug u)gu tu
make sure no letters are inserted in a number or
that you can only have one decimal poinl in a
floating point number The function should return
"PW-tDLlNf*TEST-NOACCIPT" and should
not modify the'tdlinelnfo' structure

=== BnGINNING 0F CoDE ===
Error testunj.t(Pld0bject object, Edlinelnfo xinfo)
{

char keY=lnfo*rkeY;
int len;

if (key=='a' ll t"y=='-'1
{

if (info-,stringl0l=='+' | | info*,string[O]==r*?)
{

info-' string[0]=key;
return PU_SDLINE_TEST*CI{ANGE ;

]
if ( info-, lengtb+1-< info*, nraxlength)
{

MEMCopy( info-) maxlength-1, info*' string, info- > string+l-) ;
info-r string[0]=ksy;
info-> cursor#;
return PW_JDIINE_TEST_CIIANGE;

]
return PW*"EDLINI_TESTJI0ACCEPT ;

]
if (key==t.t1
t

lx only accept if no deeimal point yet x/
char xstr;
for (str=info-rstring ; xstr ; str++)

if (xstr==t.') return PLI*IDLINE_TEST*II0ACCEpT;
return PW_EDLINE_TEST_ACCEPT ;

i
1en=info-> length*Z;
switch(key)
{
ease rp I :

info->stringllen l='p' i
info-> string[len+l]=' t' i
return PU_-EDLIIfE_TEST*CIIANGE ;

case rmr:

info-r stringllen l= tnt ;
info*r string[1en+1] ='m' i
return PW_IDLINE_TEST_CHANGE ;

ease I ir :

info-'stri.ngflen l='i';
info*' stringllen+11='n' ;
return PW_SDLINE_TEST_CI{ANGE ;

case rer :

info-rstring[1-en ]='c' ;

1E &L Fadcp rc
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1==

info-r stringllen+11 ='x' ;
return PW--EDLINE_TEST-CI{ANGE ;

case 0:
info-r cursor-=2;
if (info-r cursor( 0) info-, cursor=0;
return PW--E LINE-TEST-CHANGE;

case 200: /x right cursor key x7
ease (ebar)Oxea : /x cttL right x/

return (info-,cursor) =len) ? PII*jDLIhE-TEST--II0ACCEPT :

PI,I_EDLITE_TEST--dEESPT ;
case (char)Oxda : /x ctrl down x/

info-r stringl0l =info-> stringllen I ;
i.nfo-' string[1] =info-r string[1en+1] ;
info-> stri.ngl2l =r\0 I ;
info*> length=2;
info-r cursor=0;
return flI--EDIINE-TEST_CHANGE ;

case (char)0xc9 ; /x a]t riget x/
info-> cursor=len;
return PII--EDLINE*TEST_CI{ANGE;

case (char)Oxeb : /x ctrl a1t ri"ght x/
info-> stringlinfo-) cursor I =info-, stringflen ] ;
info-> stringIinfo-) cursor+l] =info*r stringllen+l] t
info-> stringlinfo-) cursor+2] ='\0' ;
info- r length=info- ) cursor+z;
return PIi_IDLINI_TEST_CHANGE ;

case (cbar)Oxce : /x shift right x/
info-> keY=Qas8;
return i:tfo-reursor(1en?PW--EDLINI*TEST-ACCEPT:PIJ-jDLTNE_TES?-J,I0ACCEPT;

case (char)0xee : /x sbift ctrl right x/
if (info-, eursorr len)
{

info-> keY=Oxc8;
return P1{--EDLI}IE_TEST*ACCEPT ;

]
else

return PW-EDLIN8_TEST*N0ACCEPT ;
clefault:

if (isprint(key) && !isdigit(key))
return PW*-UDLIM_TEST_N0ACCEPT ;

else
return PIf_"EDLINA_TEST_ACCCIPI ;

]

END 0F CoDE ==:

Some extra details must be taken into
account. When the user enters the edline oblect,
the cursor should not be at the end of the string
{which rs normally the case}, but has to be in

front of the unit. Also, the user should not be
able tc mave the cursor io the unit indicator:

When the user deletes the entire line, the unit
should still be displayed. This code does rely on
the unit being included when the edline is set,
but that should not be a problem. Quite a few
other of the cursor movement commands had
to be redefined {everything whlch aftects the
right cf the line). lt always makes sure that the
last two characters are not aflected.

As you can see, extending the edline type for
powerful editing is quite straightforward, s0 use
,tl

K

6oing Dutch
A Visit to the QL Show at
Eindhoven Show - April 4th 1q97
Alf Kendall

There are many reasons for visiting QL
Shows, Some people go just because they are
0n, others to meet and talk to like minded users,
On this occasion I had a special reason for

lorng. At the Hove Quanta workshop I saw
QPC running on several notebook computers
and shortly afterwards saw an advert lor a "last

year's model" Texas notebook PC going cheap
so I bought it. My next task was to get the
Texas working with QPC s0, as I do not know
my DOS from my Elbow, I enlisted the help of
Dave Walker: At first all seerned to go well, but it

20 8L fodcp P@



ihen transpired that there was a problem with
my Texas notebook.

QPC would start OK from the hard disc BUT
as soon as reference was made to winl- the
machine died Noi a good start, Flaving tried and
failed to lnstall Dave's earlier version and even
using a copy of his QXL.WIN we had to give up. I

checked with Jochen and established that Mar'
celKilgus the author of QPC was going to be at

the next [indhoven show This then was my
main reason fcr going to the show apart frcrn
tho r-r rctnm:rrr rrnd:tino nf dicr'c

The show was to be held on the St Joris
College site, which is a good venue where the
local QL group has organised many successful
events. Going to QL shows on the continent
need not cost an arm and a leg. With the war
going on between the Chunnel and Ferries
good offers are often available. Get together
with some other Qlers and a good time can be
had by all. Often QL traders have space in their
transport and this is in fact what I did

As I had travelled over with a couple of
traders I arrived early at the hall in time tc seE
the other traders busily laying out their tables
Being taller than ihe average QL user I was
enllsted to plug Jochen in to the power supplyl
Soon all the usual traders were set up and the
customers arrived and business started.

The first thing I did, howeve[ was to hunt out
Marcel. Having located him I showed him the
problem with my system. He liierally scratched
his head and soon his fingers were a blur over
my keyboard. He loaded a debugger he found
out what was causing my problem and sst to
fixing it. lt seems, for some unknown reason,
that my computer changes the content of a par-
ticular register The solution was simply to
reinstate the contents oI the register before
QPC is finally installed. This allows QPC to work
on my machine and has no effect on other
machines as their register is just 'refreshed".

The whole process took about 20 minutes and
after that I had a special version up and running
0n my machine. I had a quick look around the
hall and saw a queue at the JMS stall so I left
my pile of discs wiih him to be updated when
time permitted.

I then spent some time setting up my machine
as it was after all a workshopl There was still
the usual a queue at Jochen's table, so I went
on a walkabout liaders { in no special order }

were hard at itl QUBB[Soft were busy selling
their Aurora boards and other things and taiking

8L fodey 21

about their upcoming super-duper Gold card

{alias Goldfire}. This I found this especially inter-
esting as Nasta {Zeliko Nastasic), who is develo-
ping it was in attendance. He had driven up frorn
Croatia with a friend but owing to a mix up with
his friend's visa he had been held up at the Ger-
man frontier and his journey had taken 16 hours.
His friend was deportedl

Passing Jochen's stand I saw ihat there was
still a queue and my pile of discs had not been
touched so I headed for the coffee shop. The
nn{foo/tae nnt rlirl nni n rn nr rt rll derr rnr,l raelvvrrvu, rvu Hvr vru ttv( tutt vu( uil vu) qttw tvut

milk was available. Thrs was a real bonus for me
because I can't stand the continental equivalent
of what is known as evaporated milk in the UK.
Having been charged for coffee at UK shows it
was a pleasure lo have FREE good quality cof-
fee Off to visit Qbranch who were doing a

good trade in all types of Gold Cards, monitors
and other software from their portfolio Next to
them PROGS were busy updating LlNEdesign
and ProWesS. LlNFdesign my favourite graphics
program is now at version 2.10, but now requires
ProWesS to utilise its new facilities. I had nry

discs updated and moved on.

Back to Jochen, still a queue, but I this time
decide to wait, watch and listen.

Jochen was demonstrating QD that is now at

version 9. This offers a variety of enhancements
requesied by users. This is a report on the
show and not a plug lor any software or soft-
ware house, but the new wrap-around facility
and the use of white paper wiih black ink
looked really excellent.

Still not at the front of the queue so off to see
the TF Services desk with its usual interjaces,
Minerva and Ql- bits. Also present was Biil

Richardson with his collection of 288s, leads
and monitors. Tucked away in one corner was
Keith Mitchell who was demonstrating his
Aurora system. Some very pretty piciures were
to be seen on the screen and coming out of the
attached colour printer In the middle of the room
there was a collection o{ local Qlers busy tal-
king and demonstrating their handy-work. One
even had a little black box!

Back to see Jochen where rny discs had got
to ihe front of the queue and were being
copied. I looked around and saw that most of
the other traders were packing up and the
caretakers were collecting chairs and tables.
Jochen still had a queuel Management were
getting a little vexed, but they know Jochen
well, so carried on piling up the chairs and



tabies Eventually Jochen called out 'this is the
last disc' and I then had the task of pulling the
plug on himl

That was the end o{ ihe show propel but
some of the traders and visitors then went to
the local Chinese Restaurant where the fixed
price buffet {eat as much as you can} has
become a tradition, Here over the rneal techni
cal debates took place. Nasta and h/iracle {when
lViracle were not going back for another hel
pingl) were talking about their new boards until
the fed up Miracle bike set off for the station. I

am not technical and most of the discussicn
was way above my head. What I did gather was
that they would be FAST with a capital F and
buckets of memoryl This was the sign for us to
return to the motel.

The show was a success, well attended and

organised, and at the end I had QPC up and
running on my little Texas.
&

Snippst's Cerner - Fart 5
M. Knighf

To save you {and myself) typing this issue we
are dealing with some small routines that were
requested by some members of QUANTA who
wanted to be able to PEEK and POKE individual
bits in a byte The QL has POKE-L and PEIK*L
for longwords, POKt*W and PEFK-W for
words, POKE and PEEK for byies; Turbo Toclkit
and various other toolkits add POKE-F and
PEEK-F for floating point numbers, now we add
Poke-BlT and Peek*BlT% for bits, and some
routines for clearing, setting and reading bits in

a byte. This allows you io store flags in a very
compact format at eight to the byte.

The test listing also requires you to have
SuperToolkit ll in your system as it uses key-
words provided for converting to and from
binary notation. As an exercise you may like to
replace these with SuperBASlC of your own
The routines use the'Bitwise AND'operator &&
which treats any values passed to it in raw

Listing 5.

100 M0DE 4
110 LIINDOU TAI*,202 r4,23
120 IfINDOI{#Z ; 5a/*, e02, /+, 23
130 WIND0U#a ; 5A4, 32, 4, 224
1/+0 FOR Chan=O T0 2
75A INK#Ohan;7
l-60 PAPER#Chan;0

a2 8L frodey

binary mode. The binary operators often
confuse inexperienced programrners but in

essence && is very simple. lt treats both
numbers as a string of bits, returning a string of
bits which has only those bits"set' {i.e. equal tc
one) which are set in both nurnbers. An example
will help

Given 255 and 64 {e.g. print TestliJumber=Z55
&& 64) && will return 64; this is because,
255 - %t77t]j,L7
64 = %A]-:A00000

*
64 - %A1A00000
,..while given 96 and 223 (print Testnumber=64

&& 223) will return 64 because,
223 = %t7177t1,.
96 = /,ALI00000t
64 = /"01A00000
These operators are used to ensure that the

Clear-BlT% routine clears the specilied bit to
zero whether it was zera before or not.

Set-8lTo6 sets it to one whatever the previous
value and Bit*VALUf% informs you what a
particular bit in a byte is at the moment without
changing it. Clear-BlT%, Set-BlT% and
BII-VALUE% work on integer variables and will

work for 16 or 32 bit values as well as the 8 bit
values used here. Bits are numbered from 0 to 7

not 1 to B, and work {rom the righi column for
bit 0 to the left for bit 7 Poke-BlT and
Peek*BlT% work only on byte values and will

louse up if passed numbers bigger than 7 for
the bit number

Poke-iIT Addr, B itNumber, Value
.,.puts Value into the BitNumber of the byte at

address Addr; Value should be 0 or 1 only,

though it will work with other values as anything
other than 0 is treated as 1.

PRINT Peek*FIT% (Addr, BitNumber)
..will print the bit value of the bit specified in

BitNumber from the byte at address Addr in

memory. The result is always 1 or 0. The 06 sign
at the end assures Peek*BlT% is an integer
FuNction so that Turbo and Q-Liberator produce
the fastest code from it.
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Z8B - THE IDEAL PORTAtsLE COMPANION FOR THE QL
File fansfer kits available for the rc, QL, Mac and ofter computers

P0STACE: U( f5. EEC f15. USA f20. OTHER COUNTRIES C30.

ALT PRODUET IS WA.*8AAITEO 
'ON 

gO OAYS. IN TBI EVEI{T OF BEPI,ACEMSXT sEING A6REED, ANO IF THE ITEM 
'Soul Or SIOC( Al lH€ lIM€, A R€Ft fr{D WLL B€ MAOI, PRoVIDEO lH€ lTEltt ls R€cElvEO lt{ GoOD CONDltloN.

BRAN&NEW Ql- CtRCtilT BOAR&S - LATEST I$SUE -'JS ROMS ,€5{}

IIETfi' KEYBOARDS AND BASES . €15 IJNPOPUI3TED BOARDS - €20

TOWER PRIC€S FLOPPV DISK SR!}/ES FOR Q!- ANO PG

{NB: 4Mb drives need Gold 0ard cr Super Gold Card}

TBMD.I}.
DISKS XN

PLA,STIC
BOXl0fc
fStolttl.Y

CAPACITY

SINGLE DRIVES

TWIN DRIVES

BARE DRMES

zMb DS DD & HD

t" /i:
€120 9180

€68f?n

4 new cartridges in a wallet
20 new carhidges in five wallets
I program cartridges in trnrp wallets
ZX MICRODRIVES

QL Psion Software;
V2.35 Quill, Abacus, Archive, Easel in wallet
Separate programs
lnterface'1 FOR SPECTRUM

€10
e40
e15
e15

glE
e10
e20

QL Membranes (with instructions)
Nsn top and bottom cases
ry€301

€29
s13
€10
f12

zx-8302
a€049 (rrc)
MC1377
For other items please enquire

built-in word processor, spreadsheel database, BASIC, calculator, clock, alarm, calondar and W52 terminal
emulabon. Uset four M alkaline battedes (approx 20 hours) or ffit a.c. porer supply (included).

& PC and 6ther eomputer users wil! flnd the Gambridge d8 espeeially useful for umrk away firm thc deslrtop.
transfer programs data can be safcly exehanged witfr o(lrer cornpubrs.

PRICES:
ff8 version 3 - €$5, Version 4 {OZ4) -e{20
EENTRONTG$ PRINTER INTERFACSS . 839
NEIA' RUBBER KFYEOARO$ . E'8 RAtds and EPROMS - tum €10 ERASERS -t29

2?0v Pe*€r supplles - fl0TNANSFER Kff$: QL{12 P6 & MAC LINK.I25

FOR COMPLETE PRlcES lNGLUOlilG; RAlld$, EPROnilS, GENTRONrcS INTERFAGE, ERA$ERS"
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LYA BORDER#Chan;l-,2
1BO CLS#Chan
190 END FOR Chan
200 :

210 PRINT "SeI-BITS demort
220 FOR Testing=0 T0 7
230 TestBytel'0
24A PRINT rtBefore=rrrTestBytefrBINg(TestnytefrS);
25A TestByte%=Set*FIT%(festByteS,Testingi
26A PRIN? ,'tafter SeI--BITI(0,triTesting; ")="rTestBfte%rBIN$(TestByte%rB)
2?0 END FOR Testing
288 :

290 PRINT \"Clear-SIT% demofi

300 FOR Testing=0 T0 7
370 TestBytef"=255
32A PRINT "Before=rtrTestByte%rBIN$(TesteyteflrS);
330 TestByte%=Clear-3IT%(TestByteS,Testing)
340 PRINT ,rtafter Clear-lIT%(255, !';Testing;tr)=!,TestByte%,BIN$(Testuyte%,B)
350 END FOR Testing
360 :

3 A97 5 DEFine FuNe t ion B it-vAtUE % (Tk *-p'yte?d, Tk*F itNumt eri6)
30980 RETurn (ft syte$ && Q-Tk_BitNuniuer%) ) , 0
3A985 END DEFine BiI-VALUE%
3499A :

3A99, DEFine F\rNetion Set--BlT%(Tk-3yte#y Tk BitNumAer%)
31000 IF Bit*VALmS(U.*nytef ,Tk-3i-tNumAer%)=1 TI{EN RETurn Tk-Byte%
3fiA5 RETurn Tk*-Byte% + (2's1 && (2^Tk_FitNrnnner$))
3IA7B END DEFine Set-3IT#
37015 z

3 !020 DEFine FuNc t ion C le ar-.B IT % (Tk*riyteg, Tk*F itNumber%)
31025 TF Bit-VAtU3%(Tk--Byte%,Tk FitNumaex%)=0 TI{EN RETurn Tk-3yte6
3t030 RETurn Tk Fyte% - (Tk-Byte% && (e^Tt nitNumUer%))
37A35 END DEFine Clear-3IT%
3r04a :

3IA45 DEFine PRO0edure Poke-B IT ( TLAd.dress, Tk-B itNumbet%,Tk-Number$ )
37A5A IF Tk--Number%=0 TIIEN

3L055 POIG Tk--Address,Clear-IITg(PEEI{(Tk-Address) rTk-SitNunbefi}
3ta60 ELSE

31065 POIG Tk-lddressrSet--BIT%(PEEI{(Tk-Address)rfk BitNumber%)
3IA7A END IF
31075 END DEFine Poke-3IT
31080 :

37085 DEFine FuNction Peek BlT%(tk-Aaaress, Tk FitNumAer%)
31090 RETurn Bit-VALmg(PEEI({TL}ddress), Tk-jitNumberf)
31A9, END DEFine Peek RIT%

31100 :

The CIA V/orld
Faetbook Rev ew
Darren Branagh

A few months ago, via the Disk based
magazine CLUB QL INTERNATIONAL, I heard
Dilwyn Jones saying he had recently spent
some time converting the 1994 updated edition
of the CIA World Factbook into plain text 'txt'
files for the QL When I heard he had placed

these in the public domain, I ordered the
complete set from the QUANTA library, though
they are also available frorn Steve Johnson
(Disk No. SJS 7B, a four disk set, though via

QUANTA it is a five disk set).

For those of you that are unfamiliar with this
book, it is produced yearly by the Ceniral
lntelligence Agency of America, and basically
gives many interesting and useful facts on
virtually every country in the world - everything
from population, languages spoken, total land
and sea areas, mountainous regions, location,
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main sources of income,
mate, etc, etc. - basically
atlas (costing quite a few
an awful lot more) with
actual map.

The informaiion
contained in the
book is quite de-
tailed, and would
be dif ficult to
glean this kind of
rnformation from
any other single
source. Among
the various con-
tributors are vari-
ous U.S. bodies,
such as the Bu-

reau of Census, the ClA, the Defence lntelli-
gence Agency Defence Nuclear Agency, Dept.

of State, Maritime Administration, National
Science Foundation (Polar lnformation Prograrn),

Otfice of Territorial & lnternational Affairs, US

Coast Guard, and many others.
On the QL version, the Factbook (or the Pro

ject Gutenberg edition of the 1994 CIA World
Factbook, to give it its'proper' name) is divided
into varying length text files, in alphabetical
order; from 'FactBook94A-TxT' to 'FactBook-

942-ffr', which will load into virtually any word-
processor or Text viewer Therefore to view the
data for a given country, e.g, lreland, you would
simply load the file 'FactBook94l-TxT' into the
QL, as all the countries beginning with 'l' are
held in this file

Searching !s extremely easy thanks to a very
simple indexing system contained in the text
files As the first few words of the first file says:

'To search for in{ormation on a given country,
search for @ountry, use @Afghanistan, for
example. Ol you can search directly for one of

il) secnetori{t

i2) Cenerql frssenbLg:

Habitst Cilnission on Hunan $ettle$ente
UNCTBo United N0tisns Conference on Trude ond 0ev€loplffent
Ulllp United NdtionE oevelops€ni Pro$os
Ul,lEP United H8tlonr Environ$ent PFsgrdil
UHFPff United Ndiions Population FuM
UNHCR United Mlions 0f{ice sf High Comnissionff for Re{ugees
UNICEF United Nstions Children'E Fund
UHITBR UN Institute tor Truining snd Reseqrch
UNRUF united tlqtionE Relief und iJorks Fgercg {ff Polestire Retug€es

curency, weaith, cli-

everything a good
quid) will tell you,{and

ihe exception of an

ilThe Prsject Gutenberg Editron Bf the l9?4 CIR Uorlo Foctbffkx

i0enlrcl intet t igence figencr;
i
lTh€ Uortd Fuctbosk 1994

iUS $svernment offici*(B Ehould obtain copieE ol The lronld Ftri,b0ok dinecttq lros
lthei.r oun orgdnizdtion or through i(diton chdnnels frotr the Centrqt Intettigence
,RBerEH, This pubticdtion iE otso ovoiLdble in micro{icher Mgnei'ic tdper or
ld iEketteE for m icrocoDputeFg.

;This pubtic0iion msu be purchosed b! i.elephBne ilISfi 0l lldstercdn$ # fisil
ifrom i
jSuper intenLlent of Doeuments
iP,0, Box 371954

iPiti$b$ght PB 15250-2954
iTeteFhone: (202) 783-3238

;ff subgcriptron to this FUb(rcqtron mqq be pu"chqeed from:
;Docffient Expedrtinq (00CEH) P.otect
igxchqnqe and Gi{i 0iuisior

the catagories of that country as follows:
@Af ghanistan, Geo graphy
@Afghanistan, People
@Af ghanistan, Government

@Afghanistan, Economy
@Afghanistan, Communica-
tions
@Afghanlstan, Defence For-

ces
This simple way of using the
@ symbol makes searching
fast and extremely accurate. I

use this regularly using the
search lorward and backward
features in PERFECTION.
For example, searching for
something on the Afghanistan
Defence forces using

@Afghanistan, Defence Forces, gives us the
following excerpt:

"The military does not yet exist on a national
scale, Some elements of the former Army, Air
and Air Defence Forces, National Guard, Border

iPoFu tqt ion r
; 33,912,994 (Julq 1994 est.)
lPopltntion grouth roter
I L12?l (1994 e:t,)
tBirth rqier
| 19.62 births/l,0SB population (1994 esi,)
i0esth rutel
i 8.63 deoihE1l,060 p0puldtion (1994 est.)
lHet migrotion ndte:
1 6.21 nigront(s)1l,B8g populotion (1994 est.)
,ln{ont $srisliiq rotel
i ?9.4 deoths/l,ggB live births (1994 eEt.)
iLr{e expectflnc! ot birthl
{total populction:
i 71.35 gem"s
lnu le l
| 68,S6 geons

Guard Forces, National Police Force {Sarandoi),
and tribal militias remain intact but are factiona-
lized among the various mulahedin and former
regime leaders, Manpower Availability, males
age 15-49, 188,036; fit of Military service
2,245,196; reach military age {221 annually:
158,047 (1994 est.) The new government has
not yet developed a defence budget."

This rs just a small example of the information
contained in the book-remember: there are five
720K disksl

ln the first file (called 'FactBook94A-TxT.),

there is a complete AloZ list of all the available
countries, with the information being split into
the headings outlined above.

As I have a interest in Geography, I have found
the book to be quite useful, and very well pui

(1994 PEt,)

lThe UN Ls cffiFoEed o{ rix Plincipdl orgsns dnd nunersug gubondinste

ioqenciei flnd bodies os loltous:

in the t'lesr Edst
UH Speciql Fund
lJll lJnivercilg
UFC Llortd Food Cduncil
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together - the sort of thing you'd expect from
the ClA. I believe it would also be of great use

to any students out there to help with
Geography History, and fconomics. lt may also
interest the frequent Traveller: as a travel gulde.

Also, various addresss are given in the text, to
write to or contact for further information, or to

give some further insight yourself.

The book is available from the CIA each year;
'either via plain paper copy, microfiche, magnetic
tape, or diskettes for microcomputers'to quote
the book - though I somehow think we'll be
waiting on Dilwyn for the next QL updatell

il have not yef cCIme acrCIss a later editl'on,

unforlunatetry. If anyane can obtaln a n?ore

recent version ftrnts on how to purchase it in

one of the text files on disk il, I would gladly
fry io convert it - Dilwyn JonesJ
m

Response to 288
Sou rca Book Raview
Timothy Swenson

I was pleasantly surprised to see a review ol
the "788 Source Book" in the last issue
Although the ZBB is a bit off topic, most 288
owners I know are also QL owners and the two
computers go well together:

It also found ii interesting to be knawn only as
the "Author' I don't know if that particular elec-
tronic copy of the book has my name on it or
not. I do nct know if the it was the first or third
edition of the book was reviewed {the second
edition was a change only fcr the hard copy
edition). The first edition is about 40K and the
third is about 100K

As for the utilites that came with the book,

Length, ueight,
or cqpqcitrl Rneq uolume

18"18 18"36 19"54
18"15 Lg"3g 10^45
lg^12 Ig 24 1g'36
1S"9 10't8 18 27
18"6 18"12 10^18
rg"5 18"10 rg^ls
1e"4 10"8 !S^12
18^3 10"6 19"9
t8^2 18 4 lA^6
1 $eter, I fteter^2 1 fteter"3
I grilri!
1 t iler

litergr or 9rdn5 con be done u9in9 the table. For exonpLe! to cmuert frofi
itoileters t0 ftetens, muliiFlg bg 1,009 (9.26 kilometers €qud(s 9,260
:lers) sr ts convert {rss meterE to kilometers, muttiplg b9 0.891 (5,!gB

ters equols 9.26 kilomet€r5),
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most had been culled from the lnternet and
some I wroie myself. I have sent all of the utili-

ties, plus the third edition of the book, to SJPD.
He should have it by the time this issue comes
out.

Now for some background on the Source
Book, The first edition of the book came out in
1993. Frank Davis of FWD Computlng {tormerly
Mechanical Affinity) published the hard copy
edition of the book. The electronic copy was
distributed via my web page and other 288 web
pages. After the book was out for a year or so,

I decided to add some more stuff that I had

come across and to add more material on the
various uses of the ZBB, The third edition came
out in early 1996. The first edition was mostly a
collection of inlormation from a variety of sour-
ces The third edition had a little more original
content.

[ven though there is a conrmercial hard copy
version of the book {it is formatted and looks
better than just pure ASCII), the electronic copy
rs freeware and may be freely distributed.
x

i-etten-Box

Sfeven Eoyer writes;
I want to be able to use my Archive namesl

address/telephone database on my wife's PC, i

have the excellent Discover file conversion soft-
ware, but I was just wondering it the data needs
to be in ASCll, WPor any other particular format.
I haven't devoted any time to this task yet, I jusi
presumed that dozens of people have been
down this road already and would be willing to
share the experience. Great magazine, QL
Today lf anyone can help me, please contact me
on:

Tel, 01422'250050
Faxt AM22-381921
tmaiL SIEVE- IHE-KIICHEIV-FIITER omsn,com

PS Note the underscores in the email
address, not dashes - sorry, but I can't let go of
my qdos rootsl

Dilwyn Jones replies:
That's what I like to hear someone who won't

let go of his QDOS roots, and who likes to read
QL Today. You did not specify if the data is to be
sent to a word processing or a database pro-
gram on the PC, but since many PC word pro-

cessors can accept tabulated data from data-
bases, this distinction is less clear than it used



to be. Many PC databases will accept comma-
delirnited exported data, which is fairly similar in
format to an Archive EXPORT file, although you
may have to load the exported Archive tile into
an editor to alter the follcwing file format speci-
fic information'

1. The first line, containing the field names and
type information

2. The separators between the data elements
on each line {commas on the QL, some pro-

grams may require semi-colons for example)
3. The quote marks surrounding string data in

the lines of the export file.

The data is likely to have to be in plain text or
export format. lf what you want to do is to take
the data into a word processor for formatted
printing, it may be better to use the export-to-
quill option ol the Archive export cornrnand, see
the Archive manual for details.

Aurora Monitors
lan Fizer Swifzerland asks:

Just got QL Today, lots to read and siudy
great, I see you had already used my 'Cleaner"

contribution. I also saw some remarks about
monitors so here is a question about AURORA

It seems to be very flexible re monitors but I

have heard that some monitors do not work
with AURORA. Do you know what characteristic
one must avoid?

Nasla {Zetjko Nasfasic, deslgner of the
Aurara), replies:

Buy the best you ean afford if you intend ta
spend any appreciable amount of time in front
of it. Any VGA or SVGA monitor will work per-
fectly fine up to 1024x512, and the user would
be well advised to choose it by the amount of
time helshe can spend in front of it without
getiing a headache or eye trouble. lt is probably
a good idea to spend some time in front of one
in a shop and then decide. lf it's running win-
dcws, set it to 800x600 at least, or 1024x768. if
you can read the icon fonts even when the
icons are at the corners of the screen, and lf
you like the price and trust the rnanufacturer
then buy it - especially if all these are true after
half an hour of looking into it and thinking about
the price tool For 1024x768 a 15' monitor {at
least) is almost a must. I have to say that I

haven't really looked at monitors lately because
I have my bases covered in that respectl I have

WK SKJPPffiKT'SXNCTAXK

QBOX USA

COMP{JTE,R. BUL{.ETIN BOARD SERVICH,
rRln\?54-qR7R

n Norv in our 3rd year offi-line round the cXock since Ostober, 1993

n Fdl message area and File Download areas

tl We earry altr popular S{NC{-A}R message areas f'rom Europe

tl Calls from 14"4k--300 baud ere welcome

n QBOX - USA runs oR a S{NCLAIR QL with Super Gold Card,
Hermos, QUBIDE, 200M8 drive, USR. sportster X4.4 nnodern

'** N@ F€HS CAtL &JS
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long ago decided to buy the best I can af{ord,
and that for me implies something with a Trini-

tron tube, preferably from Sony. l'm sorry if this
sounds like a conrmercial, but I spend a lot sta
ring at the screen and like my eyes too much.
I've been through a dozen mcnitors before the
curreni selection, and the current ones I found
best agree with me. I use a Sony lUultisean 15st
with my Aurora, and I find ii very good Cn
occasion I've hooked it to a 17' monitor lrom
the same manufacturer and that is excellent, but
far too expensive for me. Otherwise, any moni-
tor which is capable of using 48kt-{z for horizon
tal synch will work aI l024xl68, without inter'
lace. Also, it will display all the other resolutions
with the highest possible refresh rates io boot

Ron Dunnett, Qubesoft P/O replres:
We are only aware of one SVGA monitor that

doesn't work wiih Aurora, this is made by NtC,
model number 4F owned by Roy Wood of
QBranch. We haven't as yet had the opportunity
to investigate the problem. Aurora is very flexi-
ble regarding what Monitor is attached to it We
expected that Aurora would not be comrpatible
with every single Monitor available on the Mar-
kei so we are very pleased, so fat that only one
lUonitor has been found that doesn't work with
Aurora. There is very little else I can say regar-
ding Monitors, it would be very handy not only
frorn my point of vrew but also from other
potential Aurora users in general, if those current
Aurora Users would put their experiences in

writing regarding Monitor usage.

Dilwyn Jones replies:
Since Ron asks for Aurora users'experiences,

here are mine. I have used two monitors with my
Aurora system with success. The first is an
M144PNL manufactured by S.A.M GmbH, sold
by Bytewise Technology Ltd in the U K. under
the name 'Jet Black Systems'. This monitor is

black, io suit QL systems, and almost works fine
up to 1024x768 (although you lose a little bit at

each cornel the picture size adjustments just
about fail to bring in 100% of the picture). The
display is quite readable at small font sizes {up
to 1024x5121 Ior a 14 inch monitor The only
snag I found was that the swivel base has rnoni

tor mounting lugs or tabs which might break
easiiy. The other monitor I use occasionally is a
Samsung Syncmaster 3Ne, model CQB4147L, a
14 inch monitor normally used with my PC. I

could not get this to co-operate at 1024x768,
but seemed fine at 800x600 and 1024x512,
although the display is not quite as good as the

2& 8L fodey re

Jet Black unit described above when displaying
small text, for example.

Ian Przer responds:
Thanks for the monitor info. I was seduced

into buying a Sony 17 inch multiscan 200SF for
use with my Aurora, which is great after a i4'
QL thing. There is a little distortion at top edges
and the first 2 top pixels along the top are dicy
but not a real problem - still experimenting

T W Roussel in Vale, Guernsey wrlles:
Some time ago I purchased a QXL carci and

installed it rn a PC with a 3BO processor I used it
as such for a while with a small part of the
screen area and no mouse. I then purchased
Genealogist 3 and tried to install the mouse
{which was working on Windows 31) and
improve the screen. The rnouse did not work
and the screen probiem was only partly
resolved, so I intended writing to try to clear the
matter up.

However: due to a change in my work I

purchased a new PC with a 486 processor and
Windows 95 fOft deari - Fdifsri. After a brief but
unsuccessful attempt to install the QXL card in
the new computer I abandoned the idea and put
it back in the old machine

Since then I have spent much time learning
how to use the new software, transferring old
hand written records to the Works database
and feeding my colleagues with a wealth of
new informaiion,

Now I would like to go back to the old
machine to sort out the screen and mouse
problems and access my old genealogy records
properly. I believe that I have ali the appropriate
software on the hard disk but it does not seem
to function.

I would also like to obtain a suitable version of
exchange and could probably do with advice on
other soltware that I might find useful. ln fact I

am confused by the programs that I have
loaded and should perhaps clear some of those
out.

Can anyone please give me advice on these
problems. I really do not fancy transferring all my
genealogy records and associated correspon-
dence to rny PC.

Chris Bouta! replies concerning Genealogisf:
Genealogist 3 can be run with different sizes

of screen on the QXL by using a parameter on
the command [ine. There are examples in the
BO0T file of the "normal sizes'. The format of
the command is

EX IFLP1*G3-OBJ' ; t500x350r



to give a window 600 wide by 350 tall. With-
out a parameter it defaults to the QL size

{512x256}. lt doesn't automatically fill the win
dow as, to my mind, you might not always want
it tol

As to the mouse, I know of no specific prc-

blem with Genealogist 3, I do recall that PCs
with serial rnice had problerns with certain dri-
vers when used with QXL. I have an irritation on
my own system that the mouse works fine on
the QXL if I start up the QXL from DOS, but if I

start it from Windows, the pointer moves around
the screen much too quickly. No amount of fidd-
ling with its setup has cured this

"iochen Merz replies:
The COM port to which the mouse is

connected has to be configured to"none'. lf it is
not turned off for SMSQ, then SMSQ will use it
as a serial port and will not take care of any
incoming mouse data. On some systems, sorne
fiddling with the DOS mouse drrver and the
mouse settings in QPAC 2's SYSDEF menu may
be required. I suggest you set the mouse in

QPAC 2's SYSDTF to the minimum values anrJ

adjust the DOS driver As soon as it behaves
better you can fine-tune the QPAC 2 setting.

The display size used by the QXL (and also
S[/SQIE] seems to cause some trouble I will
explain it in detail again'

512x256 is a resolution which does not exist
on PCs, The closest resolution which would
allow to emulate this is 640x350. Clearly, 512 is
B0% of 6401 Also, 256 is nearly 75% of 350
Scaling the 512x256 up to 640x350 would not
only be very, very time-consuming, but would
also lead to every 4th pixel being two pixeis
wide, which would give a bad looking picture
What is unclear about this explanation? 512x256
is 131072 pixels - 640x350 is 224000 pixels
This means, that 512x256 fills about 6006 of the
closest matching resolution. The higher the tatal
resolution is, the smaller portion occupy
512x256 {which always remain 512x2561!l). lf you
wish to change the size of BASIC windows, use
the WINDOW commandl

ln SMSQIE (not SMSQlll), you can change the
display size while the system is running, ie

Drsp_srzE 800,600 sets it to 800x600,
DrSP-SIZE 6t+a,480 sets it to 640x480.
ln SMSQ, you need to configure ihe file to

select the desired resolution

Jonathan Hudson writes:
ln his QTPI article, Graham Buck, notes that he

cannot get the 'Apres Dial' facility to work As
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far as I can teli, this does work, and has aiways
done so; unfortunately, the manual omits exactly
how to make it work, though dedicated follows
of the QeM/QTPI saga (or those with elephan-
trne memories) would have found the answer in
the QeM manual.

The'Apres Dial' string is a replacement for'l'
{open square bracket} in a phone nunnben and,

name not withstanding, may occur anywhere rn

a phone number
For exampler
ln the phone book 4th Dimension BBS,
11202 774175
Apres Dial = 00-4i|-
Would dial oo-a+- r2az*T7o5L5
and with
Apres Dial = 0
Would dial orzoa-7705!5
Which may be considered more convenient

than having iwo distinct phone books or entries,

As Joachim van der Auwera noted in QUANTA
some time ago (in relation to the demo l-ine-
design fonts), why can users who notice such
things not be bothered to inlorm the auihors? All
it would take is a two line email, fax, letter or 30
second phone call. With such apathy apparently
widespread, it is hardly surprising that the
QDOS scene appears stagnant.

Comrnenf from Jochen Merz:
I would like to add something to Jonathan's

comment: I think that matters have improved.
The majority of users seem to have discovered
that approaching the author of a program is
probably the best and fastest way to get things
sorted out Most users know by now (or should
know) that most QD05 authors (like Jonathan)
not only fix reported bugs or explain "challen-

ges' {funny note: a number cf companies in the
PC world seem to replace the words-problems"
or 'bugs' by "challenges'...) but also add
features, wishes from users etc. A number of
customers were very helpful in highlighting bugs
in QSpread and explaining how to reproduce
them so that we were able to fix thern.

Wolfgang Lenerz, author of FiFi, Wined, BASIC
Linker etc. also responds very, very quickly to
user requests and bug reports. lt seerns that
the kind users who reported bugs to, for
example, other Mausnetz-Users, has learned
that there is not necessarily a magic way of
transmission from the Mausnetz to software
authors who do not subscribe to it.

n



Replace
Dilwyn Jones

This routine shows to do multiple search and
replace operations on sirings in SuperBASIC. lt
has quiie a lot of RtMarks in it, so it should be
easy for you to see how it works. lt rs

implemented as a string f unction called
RIPLACE$, and is called by a line like this,

l,ET news tr ing$=REPLACE$ ( alds tri-ng$ ,
lookfor$, replacewith$ )

"oldstring$"is a string variable where you wish
to replace something. 'lookfor$' is another
string varrable containing text you want to be
replaced by something else. 

.replacewith$. 
is

the new text to take the place of the old text.
For example, if we use this command,
PRINT REPLACE$( rQL Today"' QL"'QXL' )
the phrase 'QL Today' is changed to 'QXL

Today'
The routrne copes with all the cases I could

think of You may have some fun trying to break
it :nd thpn irvino tn imnrnvp it tn rpmnvp en\/J"'b '" ""F',- "

bugsl

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
10r0

1090
1100
1110
7L2A
Lr3A
11/i0
7!50
1150
1170
1180
r_190

1200
LztA
L22A
r23A
12/+0
LzrA
!26A
L270
1280
r29A

DEFine FuNetion REPLA.CE$ ( text$, search$, replae$)
L0Ca1 newtext$rsearchstart$roffsetf,textlenfrsearchlen%rlook-forrreplacelen$
newtext$ = rr
searchstart% = L
offset/" = l
textlen% - LEN(text$)

1060 searchlen% - LEN(search$)
l-070 replaeelen% - LEN(replac$) : REMark length of replaee$ . ".with this)
l-080 IF seareh$ <> I I TI{EN

REPeat look for

REMark no point looking too far into the string, search$ wouldn't fi-t:
fF searehs*art% r {textlen%-searehlenf^+t) : EXIT look-for

IF text$(searehstartf6+offseti6-1) =- search$(offset$) TmN

REMark one element of search$ matched
offset%=offset%+1
IF offset% > searehleng THEN

REMark all of search$ has been matehed
newtext$ = newtext$ & rePlac$
searchstartf = searchstart% + searchlen$ : off,set% = 1

END IF
ELSE

REMark failure to uratch search$, so copy original text
REMark to new string and reset search pointers
newtext$ = neutext$ & text$(searchstartg)
searehstart% = searchstarttt + L t offset% - 1

END IF
END REPeat look-for

1300 END rF
1310 :

L320 REMark do characters at end of line
B3A REPeat look-for

REMark this will be returned string
REMark start of current search
REMark distanee aeross search$
REMark 3-ength of original string
REMark length of search$ (replace this"".

L340
L3r0
u6a

IF searehstart% > textlen% fnfN EXIT look-for
newtext$ : newtext$ & text${searchstart%)
Searchstartfi = Searchstatt% + L

L370 END REPeat look-for
1380 :

1.390 RETurn newtext$ : REMark the rreplaeedr version of the string
7/+0A
1i+10

&

DEFine REPTACE$END
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New Master Spy
Dominic Lester

The laiest version o{ Master Spy embraces
the larger screens available for the QL these
days. lt is also more user friendly, providing a

very clear nnain menu in addition to the many
short cut keys.

A good feature of both Spy and Master-Spy
is that when a user is new to the program it

seems safer to use the F3 menu, which lists ali

the teaiures, but as soon as confidence sets tn

the sequence ol key-presses is reduced to
using CTRL and the remembered key, by-pas-
sing the F3 menu.

Although I have tried 'SVGA' and'VGA' (dare I

use PC terms) sized screens rny dedicated QXL
only has an 'EGA' monrtor which I find to be a

very comfortable size. Fourteen inch rnonitors
with SVGA have very SMALL letters in rnode
fourl

On tXecuting Master-spy it autornatically
takes over the whole screen, without any need
for configuration. This is also the case even rf rt
is run without the pointer environment active.

Having dominated the screen completely il is

simple to re-size and re-position as desired,

allowing'buttons'or clocks to be uncovered, for
example. ln this way it is possible to view two

{+l) files side by side {vertically), providing nei-

ther overlap too much, and edit one or the
other using CTRL up or down, keeping an eye
on both the status bars to remind you prior to
saving etc. I can see that perverse users with
seventeen inch monitors could use SVGA mode
to view four or more files side by side! Three,
together would exceed most QL screen's
usability.

ln general, Master-spy has less commands
than Quill or Perfection, but does include all the
commands I use on a regular basis. lt is an ideai
editor for developing programs due to its size
(under 24k when Smashed) and the fact that no
toolkit or sub-program needs be present to run.

Speed of use is a strong point. Nearly every
response is instantaneous. As with most pro

grarns I would recommend the Lightning screen
extension to anyone using a regular QL {as I am

now). The scroll speed does noi seem to have
suffered from the change to scrollrng all lines
and loosing the 'lazy screen' feature (an odd,

but endearing feature of the regular Spy that
updates the area near the cursor before the

rest of the screen, presumably useful for very
fast typistsl)

Nice little touches like the full status llne give a

permanent indication of the file you are viewing,
whether it has been altered, insert or over-
write mode, line and column {current and totals},

ihe actual offset from first character {useful {or
machine code paking etc.), hard or soft line

status {this is an odd feature which allows lines
to be near endless) and finally the ASCII code of
the character the cursor is upon {very handy
printer and Pe codes etc.). A caps lock indica-
tion is provided which is handy for standard
users who use the original keyboard.

Many files or many 'views' of the same file

can be open at the same tirne. Thls allows fast
viewing of different 'places' with one (CTRL+UP

etc.). lf too many dilfereni views are running
then the Kernel menu will list what is active, plus

less useful information (to me anyway), To clear
any unwanted 'screens' CTRL Z{ap) does the
trick.

The block menu can be used to move any
specified seetion from or to any other Destina-
tions can be, files (write), printers (write), same
file {copy) or another Spy file {put} via a stack
which is available to all open screens. This
powerful command usually requires the user to
be in the normal insert mode (not over-write for
some reason).

Each time a new file is READ (or added as a
parameter after the line: EX Master-Spy; file-

name) the user is asked to confirm the work-
space likely to be needed. This does seem
cumbersome but I have only ever pressed enter
at this point; which just precedes normal editing.

There is a MOVE menu with a choice of five
options, including the usual TOP and BOTTOM. lt
is also possible to go directly to either a speci
fic LlNt, MARK or OFFSET The SET menu
creates a MARK, can set the PRIORITY of this
editor can change the STATUS bar's length and
sets the number o{ TAB characters required.
Also SET COLUMNS will prove very handy
when wriiing a letter that is going to a non A4
piece of paper

Searching is easy: either UP or DOWN any file.

This can be superseded by EXCHANGE which
can also be repeated (CTRL F2). Do you remem-
ber the replacing ihe MDVs in tons of files? lf an

alien {ormat text file needs to be sorted then
the TOOLS menu has a STRIP option that will

crop any characters within your given code
range. Not as automatic as TextTidy, but more
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selective. ln TOOLS only press HEX if assern-
bler programming is how you think, because the
screen permanenily stays in hexadecimall The
TOOLS menu also provides a wordcount and
checksum,

Configuration is done manually in this program.

Fortunately few will need to alter anything, bu{ if
you do' ihis is done by poking {CTRL P} after
moving to the appropriate offset {CTRL MOVI
OFFSET) given in the provided parameter sheet

Overall I use this program more than any other
A line by line COPY and paste being the only
wish (CTRL L does line CUT and paste cnly)
ro

Anehive made easy
Grahann D. Lutz

This package by Bill Cable attempts to take
the rnystery out of the Archive programming
language. lt arrives as a spiral bound manual
(some 80+ pages long) along with a disk, which
contains nnost of the prograrns frorn the rnanual
pius some oiher goodies from the same author
previously published in IQLR. lt can be obtained
from Qbranch priced at [20.

The Arlanual
The manual is aciually made up of parts 1 to

25 of an Archive series previously published in
UPDATF magazine. As suggested by the author
the manual is not a replacement for the original
Archive literature, although a decent explanation
of most of Arehives features can be found
within it, along with examples. To get the most
from it, I would suggesi reading ii along with the
Sinclair original.

The first section of the manual uses examples
of programming Archive lrom the command line,

using simple commands to create and examine
database files. This I felt was a good way to
introduce a beginner to the language. More
advanced users are catered for later on, with full

examples of fully working programs, including a
Form Fditor and Printer for Archive databases
These two programs are quite large, and the
listings cover several pages, fcrtunately they
are included on the accompanying disk.

Apart from the examples there are some
other interesting sections, covering such
diverse issues as error trapping, backup strate
gies, a comparison between Archive and SQL
(Structured Query Language) and even an

Archive program to solve the Towers of Hanoi

puzzle. The last is particularly interesting, as it
uses a technique lor getting round Archive's
lack of array structures.

There are a few things I didn't like about the
manual, the main one being that the author uses
an odd way to represent an example filename,
using two braces could be confusrng for a

beginner it may have been better to suggest
actual names. The other slight disappointment
was in the section covering Sedit (the Archive
screen editor), the originally undocumented
extended screen cornmands are only briefly
covered, and the ones that are explained, are
the few that the author lound useful.

Overall then, a useful and interesting manual
with plenty of tips and examples. An ideal comr-
plement to the Sinclair original manual, but not a
replacement for it.

The Disk
The disk includes most of the programmes

frorn the manual, which is a usefr:l idea, as it
would lake hours to type them into the Archive
editor by hand. Also included are some other
useful programmes along with documentation,
which were previously published in IQLR.

Matche r
This use{ul utility searches your database fcr

duplicate records Unlike most matching pro-

grams, their is a'tuzzy' option which tries to
cater for misspellings or wrong punctuation. A
genuinely use{ul program.

Replace
Another nlce utility which allows you to do a

search and replace on selected fields of your
chosen database. I used this several times
during the review, its easy to use and works
well.
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Windex
This is actually a suite ol programs. lt is used

to create a word index for a book or manual or
used to study word usage. The first program ot
the suite is a useful basic program which turns
any plain (ASCll) text file into txport format and
can then be imported into Archive, From Archive
the index can then be built in several ways.

3srl:s fur, l:r,*irtr lrr'l (r*,1:-,t'1r;-,'ld':!-,ui.:: : ffiffi
':a^r2r,xr c:l-:r9ri lirx

:in{siA .J.ll_i]liii] .Jtniie,.filfr I

All these programs are accompanied with a

Quill -doc lile containing instructions for use.
These programs although useful to beginners

using Archive, will also, l'm sure be appreciated
by ihe more experienced users. I would even
say that Archive Made tasy is worth obtaining
for these programs alone.
t

Aceel€natins Abacus
Peler Hale

ABACUS has grown old gracefully, perhaps
moreso than any of the PSION suite. With a

Gold/QXL Card it can run a humongous spread-
sheet at acceptable speed. Although it lacks
the bells and whistles of the likes of I-2-3.
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there is little computation beyond its ability. And
il will accurately add two plus two.
It is popular for everything frorn tracking

investments to budgeting and from comparison
shopping to creating invoices At its simplest
use, it surpasses Quill for creating multiple
columns of text.

The QL literature on using ABACl..,,g has been
quite limited, mostly because one either under-
stands its potential and how to achieve a goal,
or one does not even know where to begin
asking questions.

Long-time users of ABACUS have experien
ced two of its cranky weaknesses - the ten-
dency of a favorite spreadsheet to crawl with
age and a related poiential to hangup in mid-cal
culation, usually after a three hour session of
entering data.

Such weaknessess can be avoided, and even
corrected.

There are three {3) features of spreadsheet
development critical to smooth operation and ali

relate to the manner in which ABACUS stores
its formulae.

Feature 1

The first is that ABACUS creates a list of
formulae in the order that they are created. Next
time you load a spreadsheet, F3, Print, Forrnula
for an illustration.

ln all likelihood the index of formulae printed at
the end (all beginning with FJ has many gaps in

the sequence. The gaps represent formulae that
were Rubbedout or Amended.

What isn't evident is that during a calculaiion
ABACUS checks all the missing formulae as
well as the ones that are operational. Thus the
more blanks the slower the spreadsheet. A
spreadsheet with forty formulae numbered Fl to
F40 runs faster ihan one with forty formulae
with the last number F350. A high formula num-
ber is the symptom of inevitable tinkering with a
favorite spreadsheet.

Feature 2
The key to avoiding formula creep is the

second feature - the use of Copy and tcho
commands whereever possible to insert a

formula.
Careful use of Copy and Echo keeps file

length compact resulting in faster saves and
loads and quicker recalculation. (More on Copy
and Echo at the end.)

For example the formula 415+815 in cell C15

takes 33 bytes, as does every addiiionai sum of



two cells individually entered.

ffi*ffiut'ttt ilffi186s 1 frir$lil,T risr

However if the formula in cell C15 is Copied or
tchoed to cell C16 {becoming A16+816), the file
length is only 16 bytes grealer

ffi*W*t'"n rlr{ffifitsse + fi1l3r*lXfr fis?

It may be useful to keep a handwritten crib
sheet of cells where forrnulae to be copied are

stored Alternatively, create a table of formulae
outside the work area, then copy ihe relevani
formula as needed. Note that there is n0

memory or formula penalty for inaccurately
Copy/Echoing a formula.

A table also verifies the accuracy of the for
mulae. Amending a formula in one instance
alters all copies throughoui the spreadsheet.

Feature 3
The third feature

of ABACUS
answers the ques-

tion of 'When is a
formula not a

formula?' Answer:
When it is a text
string as in the
contents of cell
C15: 'A15+815'
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Fortuitously, changing an occurance of a tor-
mula into a text string changes only ihat occu-
rance, not all other copies.

Thus it is an elegant approach to build on an

existing formula by wrapping it in quotes, amen-
ding it, then stripping the quotes. The new for-
mula is added to lhe queue.

Bringing it together
Care in building a spreadsheet is the best way

to achieve smooth operation but few of us are

sc gifted as to key in every formula correctly
the first time (or why pencils have erasers -
rubbers in English-speak)

So what to do with a much tinkered spread-
sheet that gets cranky and arthritic as the for-
mula numbers head toward four digits?

Ultimately there are iwo objectives: Minimize
the number of unique lormulae and reset the
formula numbers toward the low end. However
because of the first feature it is impossible to
reset the formula numbers in an existing
spreadsheet.

One approach to achieving the seeond objee-
tive is to multi-task two copies of ABACUS, then
rekey the whole spreadsheet relying on task-
switching to check old against new lt is
possible but prone to Murphy's Law and the
manifestation of some pathologically interesting
emotions in the keypuncher

A better choice
Alternatively the three features can all be

brought to bear as follows.
The strategy is to export the spreadsheet as

a pure ASCII file, then re-import it to a blank,
pre-Zapped spreadsheet. This strategy is

necessary since formulae are lost in the export
process. Only the results of formula calculations
are exported.

First, expand the table of formulae created off
the work area to include one
occurance of each formula.
The Window command {F3,
Windows) can be very help-
ful. Set the windows to move
separately, and keep the
table of formulae visible for
reference. (Switch the cursor
between windows with the
F4 key).

ln the work area change
each occurance of a formula
to a text string of the cell
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where it is kept in the table. Thus if the forrnula
415+815 in cell C15 rs copied to cell AA15 in the
table, it will read as Y15+215 (the sum of hori-
zontaliy adjacent cells).

Whenever the for-
mula for the sum of
horizontally adjacent
cells is found in ihe
spreadsheet, replace it
by the text string
'AA15'. When this part
of the exercise is

finished, the only for-
mula will be in the table.

At this point ensure
that there are no blank

m#trrffi n:nsr6 fHilffi 1850 d Si${ffif,ls ris4

column heading should be the same as the
ones exported and the column lengths should
be as before. lf there is an error in the export

fiie, a portion of the
irnported file will noi
come through from the
error downwards.
When import is corn-
plete, there will be an
all-text spreadsheet
exactly as exported but
without any formula
overhead. However; it

will need to be restored
and reformulaed to run,

The first step is to reset
the colurnns to their ori-

columns or rows between the work area and
the table of formulae, then wrap those formulae
in quotes.

The next step is to insert two rows at the top
of the spreadsheet with the F3, Grid, lnsert, at 1,

Rows 2 command.
ln the top row enter as a column heading a

field narne as a text string. The letter cf thE
column will serve nicely. Since column width
data are lost in export, the width of the column
may also be included in the column field name.
lf column A is 12 characters wide, the field narne
might be"A12".

Next, ensure that each cell In the second rcw
has a text siring. For simplicity, enter 'X' in cell
A2 and Echo it the length ol the row This step
ensures that all entries in the column will be
exported as text. Any data will be wrapped in

quotes during export, so that 123.45 becomes
'r23.45',.

The spreadsheet is now ready to export. But
save this version in case there are any errors.

Export this to a file called 'file' (Files, Export
to archive, .ENTERT by columns to flp2*file).

Wow, some achievementlRest now to prepare
for the resurrection of the spreadsheet like
Phoenix lrom its ashes.

lmporting and Restoring the
Spreadsheet

Start with a fresh, blank spreadsheet, tither
Zap the old spreadsheet or for real safety reset
the QL and re-execute ABACUS.

lmport {F3, Files, import, from flp2*file, by
colurnns to cellAl. lf there is a problem with the
export file, the import will not be complete The

ginal width prior to export from the field name in
the first row. Row two with the dummy text
characters ("X") is superlluous. Delete both rows
(F3, Grid delete rows from 1 to 2).

The second step is to remove the quotes
from formulae in the table of formulae, l{ the
lustification or decimal place is not as desired,
justily and set the units in the table. This does
not change the formula number

Reset the widths of the columns to what they
were in the original spreadsheet, then go to the
main body of the spreadsheet and begin Copy-
ing the appropriate formula to the cells. ll the
preparation was as suggested, it is only neees-
sary to Copy from the cell referenced as a text
string.

Finally, strip quotes from all numbers that have
quotes around them.

At this point be sure that the new file rs saved
under a new name, then c0mpare the file
lengths of the old and the new spreadsheets
{WSTAI with Toolkit ll). Aren't you pleased with
yourself? For more fun, load and time the
recalculation speed of both the old and new
spreadsheets.

Sorne Notas and tips
Changing the Units andlor Justificatron in a

cell does not effect file length.
Changing Units andlor Justification in 0ne

occurrance of a formula does not effect the
uniis andlor lustification in another occurrance.
A new occurance ol an Ichoed formula

assumes the iustification and units of ihe
spreadsheet default setting. Howeve[ if a for-
mula is Copied, the units and justification of the
original cell are retained.
&
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throughput on serl/ser2 not attected by sound
' IUM A-f keyboard interiace (plus {breign drivers)
' HICH SPEED RS232 industry standard two-way seria
port. 4800cps throughput (supergoldcard - qtpi

A major hardware upgrade for the Q[-

' All Hermcs Fcaturrs (see trelow fol list) PLUS tull 192

anodern) at 57600bps
" THR.EE lorv spced RS232 inputs {i200 to 30bps) Dri
for SERIAL MOIJSE supplied. Other uses includ
RTTYlgraphics tab let etc

' THREE spare lrO lines (logic) rvith CND/'iV
' Capslock/scrollock LED connector
' 'l urboikeylock conrrectors

l.5k user data pennanently str;reable in EEPROM

Alt this on a pnofessional board about twice the size of
thc 8049 co-processor it replaces

Cost ( inclrrd in g nran u a li'soft rva rc) .. f90 (Eq2 ff.87 | LgA)
lBN4 AT tJK lairout Keyboard .....'922 (f24tt23lL27)
Serial rnouse. ......,.....S8 I (tl3/f lzltl4)
Capslock/scrollock L8D ........",... gI (.€ I .50/[ lig 1.50)
Kcyboard or mousc lcad .............. L3 (r3. 5 0/f3l€3.-50)
High speed serial (ser3 ) |ead........ 04 (f,1.50/ f.4l 84.5 0)

Ilermcs available for f25 (f261L21/t27 1 (wking scrl/2
and independent input, debounced keyboard 

"& 
keyclick)

IzC I}ITER.FACES
Connects to Minerva and any Fhilips IzC bus

Folr:er Oriver Interf4@ Similar ttr parallcl hclorv 116 I/o
logic lincs) cxccpt that l2 lo!.jc lincs can bc uscd !o conlr-ol I
currcnl carrying outputs isourcc and sinl capable)
2 arnp (for 8 relays, small motors)... C4S (t43if38l€44)
4 amp totai (fbr rnotors ctc) .............945 (J48l€43/[50)
R.elays (b'ight boxed 3 arrrp t2v 2-wav mains relays
connccting to 2 amp porver drivcr....-.........f,25 (L28!L231L27)
Paralle! lnterface Civcs l6 input/'()utput iincs. Can b{,i uscd
rvhercvcr logic signals arc re<1uired..-.- .. ..f25 (LzglL73il27)
Analogue lnterface (iives eight 8 bit analogue to digjtal
inputs (ADC) and lrvo 8 bit digital lo analoguc ourf uls (tr)AC).
Uscd lbr tcmpcrature m€asurcnrcnl.s. sound sarnpling {to 5

KHz), xl-v plotting.................................SJO (f3 1.50,'I29it30)
Ternn nrohc (-40o(l to +l25o(l) .........f l0 (C10.50,'f loil I l)
Connector lbr fbur ternp probes ........f l0 (f 10,-r0illOiJ I 1)

Date sheets.... ....................,..C2 (f2.:All2i$\
Control softwsrc & manual {for rll I/F) *7, it2.1lil}iLl)

flx, sp,AREs

Keyboard membrane....- ......... f.12 (f 1 2.-50/f l 2/€ l i 5$)
1377 PAL...... C3 (t3.50if 3/f4)
Circuit diagranrs....... ..... f3 (ti.50/t3lt4)
68008 cpu or 8049 IPC...."............. S8 (f8.50/t7.5AlL9)
8301i8302 or.[]\4 ROM set.......... St{} {f l0.5Olf l0i€l l)
Serial lead,.,.. ."....... Sl0 (f I I.50itltffl:)
Power supply (sea mail overseasi.... f l? (t 17lf.l6if2l)
Other comDonents (sockets etc) also availableTlre ORICINAL s-ystenr operating system upgrade

MINERVA RTC (I\4KII) + batery lor 2-56 bytes rarn.

.4SHPROOF clock & I:C bus for intcrfacing. Can

ilutoboot fronr battcry backcd ram. Quick stan-up.

OTHET{ FEAI'LRES COMII,ION TO ALL VERSIONS

l)lillt.GOl-l) opuraliug syste m/ autotroot on reset of porver
I'iril Lrrci Nlultiplr: []alsicl Iastcr schcdulcr- graphics (rvithin
lO(li, ol'lightnirrg) - .string hnndling/ Wllt-lN l-lRItORi 2nd
scrccn/'I'RAC' I :i non- Iin g I ish kcy board drivcrsi "lvarm" las'r

rcstc. V1.97 rtith split OtJ'l'ltJ'f baud rales {+ llerrnes) &
built irr N'lultitrasic. 1.98 rlo\v (''ul supporting Qshang.

First upgrade liee. Otherwise send t3 (+t5 lbr manual if'
requd). Serrd disk plus SAE or two lRCs.

fr{ K I.".f, 40 (L4 I I L40 t L43) I\{ KI t...S6 S (f.66 / f.63 I t67 )

OBBS Eullefin Boand
LJKs first Q!, serolling bulletin hoard

Megabytes of filcs, Mcssagcs toifrorn
U K/tselgiumiHol landlUSA/lta lylCenrrany

Tandata users add SIX zeros (000000) or wait fbr 3

seconds of rnodem tone if dialling manually

&1344-89S987 (up to v34 28800 bps)

See our home flage on the ixrtermef:

http;//www.fi rslr ma n.d emom.co. u k

eQMPUJER-OX,&ANERSJ[JILaur[YJ
All in standard 3-pin devices and are plug-in

NO WIRINC REQUIRED. In thcir clcvcnth ycar of
production - as old as tlre Srnciair QL

2-wa3radaptor..flr$ 3-wayadapfCIr".$tr8
4-way trailing socket"."" f,24 

^,r*,e?

CIL REPAXRS (UK onlv)
Fixed price for urrmodified QLs, excl microdrives. QLs

tested with Thorn-EMl rig and ROM softwale.

f27 including 6 rnonth guarantec

I'riccJ includs poslapc anrl lracking (Airnail *hcrc applicable). Prices are: tlK (EC,/Europe outside EC/Rcst of *orkl). Pa,vmcnl by chequc drawn on brnk
rtith['Krddrrss,dcbitcard/l'hstercard/.4ccesVEurmard/lrcstalordcrorC: Sllt {NoEurochcqucs). SetrdsAEortRCforfulllistrnddclails
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100
110
111
Lt2
720
Lzt
1?n

8r
74A
L4.1

L/r2
150
T'L
760
170
]-77
180
190
200
274

Anothen Cloale Conrect*r
tran Pizer

Clocks and Switzerland live comfortably toge-
ther: I recently became interested in the subject
of timepieces after reading the bcok "Lcngi-

tude" which tells the slory of the fabuious
marine chronometer devised by John Harrison
between 1715 and 1761, This incited me to visit
the National Maritime Museumat Grenwich in

London to see the 4 working originals which
Harriscn constructed {H1 had wooden wheeis,
H4 is like a large pocket watch). He was
awarded t20000 for the final versicn.

By having this program (or a call to it) in your
boot program, then each time you boot-up, your

clock will be corrected. My boot also shows
how many seconds {up$) the clock has been
adjusted and also the actual time, so I can see
what is happening {obsessive?).

The idea for this corrector came originally
from Ron Stewart in QUANTA November 1993
page 19.u

Keyeoden Quiekie
Daren D. Branagh.

It like me, you write your own SuperBASlC
programs, and often use the keyboard codes
via CHR$, you might find the following quite

open--new#/+, winl-storeDate : print#4, date: close#4

: RE$ark x*x* I eall this file winl-adjust-date-bas
see=l-l+

: REMark *xl6x 14 seeonds lost/week for my nachine,
; ffifita1.ft xxxx this will be NEGATIIIE if your eloek gains

OPEN#I+, w inl-St oreDate ; I NPUT#/*, d$ : C LOSE#/+

3 ffi$s1"[ xxtfx finds last date
dd$=P419-69

; ffif,{sr'fu xxx* present date minus previous date (is al"ways positive)
up$=INT ( sec*dd$,/60asoo)

: REMark xr(xx seexfraction of week since last boot
; ffifrta1.ft xtcxx 504800=seconds in a week

IF dd$ > =604800/sec
: REMark *xxx adjust date if dd$ is 1 or more seeonds
PR0T-JATE 0 : REMark xxx'x only if Gold Card
ADATE up$
: REMark ,(xxx if your nsesrr is negative (line 110) then use -up$
PROT--DATX 1 : REMark x*xx only if Gold Card

EI{D IF
IF up$c 0: 0PEN#4, winl StoreDate: PRINT#4, DATE: CIOSE#4

: REMark i(x*x line 200 stores the correctedt! datert value

Having wetted my interest I later visited the
lnternational Clock Museum at La-Chaux-de-
Fonds which I can highly recommend if iime and
clock mechanisms interest you and you happen
to be in Switzerland.

That is the prologue for the intended subject -

how to correct your QL clock automatically via
your bcot prograrn. Change line 120 and 200 as
appropriate to your setup. You need to deter-
rnine'sec' for your machine.'sec" is the number
of seconds your machine LOSES in a week. l{ it
GAINS lhen'sec'will be negative.

Before running this program the first time you
need to store the present date value in file
'SloreDate'by doing,

useful. A QL owning lriend, Hilary O'Kelly, came
up with it. He too, was in the same boat, and
although there is a table of the various decimal
codes for each character in the QL character
sei in the user guide, it can never be found
when neededl Remembering all the codes is
virtually irnpossible, but remembering one line o{
BASIC is dead easy. Here it is'

REPeat a : PRINT 00Dn {INKEY$ (*1) )

Enter this one line. Then, when you press a

key, the decimal code number is displayed in a
column on the left ol the screen. lt will even
differentiate between higher and lower case, i.e.
'Q'or'q", Shori, simple, and very useful.
X
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Dflsk Mate 5
Ttee Fds" tr fite and dis[< x?]ax?ager

Version 5.lO is nornr ready fon release. Send your DM5 rnaster disk amd 2
Nnternational Reptry Coupons for an upgrade or order it for only

NOK 20@,- {€t6.5G, DEM 47"S0} whieh inetudes a printed manural in
English and text file f;n German.

Payneent by cash in NOK, Euroeheque or by VISA card.

>NEIIT LCIVYER PRXCE<
Disk Mote 5 runs under the Pointer Environment. Minimum 8[ with Goldcord ond floppy drive.

Also QXL ond SMSQ/E etc.

ProWesS Delivers - Fart tr

- a review and introduction to the
ProV/esS package
James Hunkins

lntroduetion [What is it all about]
I originally reviewed a pre-production copy of

ProWesS quite some time ago in IQLR. ProWesS
has since then matured substantially and is avai-
lable as a regular release, cornplete with a slew
of small applications and extensive docurnen-
tation.

What is it? To quote the included documen-
tation, it is a 'software support package'. To, go
even further with the quote {l love this part},
ProWesS 'doesn't do very much by itself'. What
a refreshing statement. ln reading further: the
documentation explains that by itsell you don't
get much visible functionality. However: ProWesS
is required for certain applications to work.
Basically, the ProWesS package supplies much
of the functionality and code used by software
written for ProWesS. This allows the new soft-
ware to be more compact, to have a common
user interface, and to take advantage of the
package's different utilities, font handling, and

other advanced graphics. Why would you want
ProWesS, New programs {commercial or your
own) can be written quicker with more functio-
nality than before. This includes windowing,
pointer driven applications. Resizable fonts and
graphics are now supported on the QL systems,
plus an 'updated' windowing system {window
handling methods are very subjective, so I won't
offer an opinion as to better or worse there).
Even printer drivers can be shared between pro-
grams. There are several programs now availa-
ble (plus the ones included with the package)
and the user should be able to develop their
own programs to take advantage of the power
of ProWesS. ProWesS can also be used to
enhance your desktop. Previously, if you wanted
programs to start with buttons, you had to
understand QPAC ll and had to have a separate
button per program, which could rapidly clutter
your computer monitor ProWesS includes a

button that can either directly start a program

{as before) or drops down a user definable list of
programs (menu). I use this to group several
similar programs under single buttons"

The user will probably also find that setting up
the buttons and menu buttons under ProWesS
is simpler than changing the boot file under
QPAC ll. ll you don't write your own programs

QL fodcy 39



FroWee5 *lock program

a.pplination+

I ttart progr*rr in flpl-

F roVVe*S cal+uldsr progrsll

and iust want to add ProWesS type programs,
you won't even have to understand buttons as
the ProWesS loader will set them up lor you
automatically. ProWesS requires the pointer

environment {included}. 
-[b 

manage your buttons
in what is called a button frame, y0u should alsc
own QPAC ll. This is not required, but it does
make things neater System requirements may

be an issue. As ProWesS is very powerful, it
does eat up computing power Therelore I

definitely don't recommend it on an original QL.
It seems to work adequaiely on a Gold Card

QL, and works well under a QXL, Super Gold
Card QL, and a 1OOMHz Pentium based QPC
emulator: I have noi tested it on the other
systems and ernulalors available.

I ncl uded Softwa rel Uti I ities
The ProWesS package comes with severai

operating system extensions and utilities. I have
put these together in two groups with brief
comments. lf you begin to leel intimidated while
reading ihe following don't worry. For the normal
user {RE, non-programmer), the system exten-
srons are loaded automatically and you don't
really need to understand their function. For the
programrner you probably won't have such a

rough time, but if you do, there is plenty of
included documentation. Remember while all this
sounds pretty intense, the final result makes it
easier on boih the user and the programmer

FrclVe*S huttsns

Systern Fxtensions
BroWegS: The core of the entire package, this

is a new window manager lt can work in parallel

with the older QL WMAN window manager (part
of the pointer environment). ProWesS is not
coordinate driven but works on spaces relative
to other spaces, making it screen size indepen-
dent. Sizing, colors, etc. are globally controlled
so that after you configure the system the first
time, all your ProWesS programs will inherit the
same look. For you software fans, the interface
to ProWesS is stricily event driven, the modern
way of dorng things in a windoMpointer environ-
ment {more details under the programming topic
later).

FR0forma IPROGS Font & Raster Managerl:
A graphics sub-system used by ProWesS and
first seen in the LlNEdesign vector drawing pro-
gram. lt includes modern device independent
'primitives' {low level functions} and uses vector
fonts. The fonts are a variation of the commonly
used Adobe Type 1. They are an improvement
over the QL's native bitmapped lonts as they
can be remapped io any size you require and
still maintain their smooth outline. With an optio-
nal package, the user can convert commonly
available fonts to the PRoforrna format, expan-
ding upon the 4 fonts included (3 of them have
4 versions each, totalling 13 versions). PRO-

forma is included as a DLL {dynamic link library}.

F sinter envirsnm eni prugrsm F roWes$ default button m enus

Deskfop lrnage showing ProWes$ feafures/programs r*ixed wifh lhe Pohten Fnuironrnenf
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Fayrnent tenns t
You have to rm ProWesS to make Ll\Edesign, D.{T.{design, ilearch, fruturils
md lllist we.rk (even though DAI'Adesgo uses man).
,{11 our sulwuc ru nc'ruul1y supplieJ urr high derrsiry iHD) ilislis. Huwcuer
Llrry carr L,c obrailcd qr doubic dcrrsiry OD) disks aL dr c-{Lrd costs o{ BEF
lCC. "Ib use ProW?lS md my .rf our other trrackages. yrru neeJ a iysten *ith at
ieasr 2]vlB of menory'. lh: shorld hrve a hrrddisk althorrgh a mo disk rysrem
will slm rrrrl-- The rrr of Sfu{SQ,ff, is snongly rec,nmenr{eei lor oprimal r:.* of
Pro\){/eqS.

Ifyou rc VAI rcgistcrcd isptci$ rcqistati.n numbcr) or livc oursidc *c EEC,
Lhe unioun! u i:e puitl is Lhe Lotul (ilcludirrg pustugc) dividcrl I'y 1.21 (rre, rLeed

tu pay tw trruclt).
Payment crn he done h4 EuroCheque ir BEI o: bv VISA, Er:rc{.lrrd or
MasterCard. Credit cud orders cm k hardled by phme. For credit card,
plear specrty nme of crd omeq card nmber md erpin date .

DATAdesign - BEF 1200 fontpack - BEF 3000 PFlist - BEF 600
LlNEdesign - BFF 1200 fontutils - BEF 1200 fseareh - BEF 600

Postage r Costs of postage and packaging have to be added.
Yorr can cho{lsc r}rc qualiry" RBlc dcpcndr on no ofprograrus.

100

135

160

185

295

14^l

420
774
12fr
t6lU

All prices arc in BEF, including 21u,5 VAT

F{aaehtstraat 92, 3020 Veltenn, ffielglum l3'j':4,J&1f9J,33"?13'
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ProWesS is a new us€r environment for the QL.
ProWesS is ohort for "PROGS Window Managef'.
but it is rnuch more lhan that. Apari trcm a new
\,vindow manager, it coniains ail the system
extensions from PFOG$, and i$ ss$ential ii you
want to run programs whidl need these
extensions.
The ProWesS reader is a majcf part of the
package. lt is a hypertext document browser. This
m€an6 that text liles which includ€ iormatting
commands (including pictures) anC nossibiy links
to other liles can be displayed and rsad in this
program. This is used in ProWesS to read (and
possibly print) the manuals. and display lhe he
iiles. Th€ hypertext documents which are used
the ProWesS reader are in HTfulL format.
format which is popular on lniernet to display
World Wide Web pages.
Another imponant asp€ci of prowes$ is the
possibility to allow programs to automatically
install themselves on your system, and to be able
to run them without reseiting the syslem. This
means that, wh€n you gel a new progral'r, all you
have to do is insert the disk and indicate "staf{ the
program in flpl_", a menu option ir: tne utilities"
buhon. To install a prograrn. you indicate 'install
software", and the software can be added lo your
system. Thjs way, you donl need to know how to
write a boot tile to use the multi-tasking
capabilities of your computer.
ProWssS includes many programming libraries.
These include syslib, an interface to the operating
sy$tem, PPoforma, a v€ctor graphics system,
allowing rendering both on screen and on pap6r
(via a prinier driver). The DATAdeoign engine
also part of ProWesS. lt is a relational database
syst€m wilh a bonus, as you dont even nsed a
key field. You get a powertul record at a time data
manipulation e)dension to the languaEe you
alroady use. Of course il also includos ProWss$
itselt, the nelv resolution independent window
manaoer.

Easy to u$e program l0 create li$tings on any
printer (€specially inkjet and lase$. This ProWes$
application allows you to indicate the files which
have lo be printed. Each column contajns a toot€r
which can include the ilename and liledate, the
listings ahvays allow perforalion. PFlist can create
your listings in two columns and in landscape (or
both).

+*J
qr:

e Frl
F-r
k
f\'|-l-{

Never before has it been so easy to create. fill
and mainlajn your per8onal databases. To start
new file, just type the narnes of ihe fields. To ac
or delete a field, no problem, just do it, To drantor delete a field, no problem, just do it, To
the name of a field, just indicate it.
Whal's more you can choose to look at only t
fields you want, and in any order you specily.
you can selecl which records you want lo view,
and whidr not.
DATAdesign allows yru to have some hi
comments for each record. have a general look at
the file fn tabulated form) or to transter a reeord
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into the scrap of hotkey buffer, so you can
imporl a record in your favorite texl procegsor or
edito. I

Security is a strong point for DATAdesign, Usually
files will be memory based, ior maximum speed.
Files can also be disk based, making sure
changes are immediatly stored on disk. so
in the evenl ol power lailure, you can atr

looselhe changesto one record I

Naturally, DATAdesign is good at sorting
searching. And if you were using another
database, you can converl Archive or Flashback
files to DATAdesign.
The new v4 of DATAdesign makes the program
even easier to use lhan before. You can now also
have QD-style icons on your soeen to make the
program even eagier to operate.
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this is the program which brought QL computing
into the nineties. Finally you get access to a
modern technology,'Vector graphics."
means that your pag€ will be stored in
mathematical form, and not as a collection
pixel$,
With LlNEdesign, you can create artistic
drawings, tedrnical drawings, Broeess bilmaps
(even scale and roiale theml), and any kind o{
vector drawings. You can draw lines, curves,
circles, ellipses, pies, squares, rec{angles,
reetangles with rounded corners, and any
combination of these to create the mogt fabulous
drawings ever seen. Because LlNEdesign is a
vector drawing program, any part of the picture
can be moved, scaled, rotated, slanted wilhout
any loss of precision or resolulion. ln LlNEdesign,
pictures are device independant, meaning thal
the printoul will be the same on any printer (e.9.
same size and position).
Also LlNEdesign is good at handling lext. You can
easily put titles and full paragraphs on the page.
All the fonls can be displayed at any size,
rotalion, etc, All the fonts which are available to
ProWesS can be used in LlNEdesign.
LlNEdesign is a drawing program, but it can also
be used by people who are not good at drawing.
LlNEdesign is a great program for making
lea{lets, posters, and any kind o{ printed work.
Lots of clipart and extra fonts are available from
public domain libraries and BBS's. You can even
imporl Adobe lllustrator files,

Fa File search utility with many uselul options, like

= 
the choice to search only files wrth a certain

!.J enension, and whether or noi the directory troe
t\.q has to be scanned. All occurenco$ of the

G searchstnng will be displayed with line number or
n\ offset. You can also use special matching.v
rF features, like case dependent, matching a space

R with a slretch of whiteispace, and searc"hing'for a
I word clllrmrted stnno.

I^--+ manage your font collection. You can preview
IUILL- fonts on screen, see what characters exisl in ar . .-, font and convert Adobe Type 1 and similar fonts
ULLLS for use in ProWesS.

All our software has €lectronic manuals, which can be read and pdnted in the ProWesS reader. Ho ,ever, we can also supply prinled coples ot
th€ documentation (or oven your own HTML filss). Ths cosls aro BFF 3 per pago, plus postago costs. Contact us for mor6 d€lails.
FroWesS does not include the programming doc-lmenlation. This is availatile via bulletin board and public domain software suppliers. The
programming documentation is readable rn tho ProWmS reader, and pa.tly in DATAdesign (the demo version is be included). We can s:ppiy
the pogramming docs for BEF 100 (HD disks onlyl) l{ ordered with something else, you don'l have to pay extra postage.

ProWesS - BEF 2400

F;Ilwo I

3ot4
5 to6
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Svslib: This is a DLL that includes low level
library routines, primarily as an interface with the
operating system plus some user code. While

similar to the standard library that comes with
COB, it has been modified to support re-entrant
code (for example, you can be running several
copies of a program but only have to load one
set of ccde), prcvide only safe access to QDCS,
allaw for additional external modules (such as

new printer drivers), and has removed the
QDOS graphics calls that the PROforrna DLL
replace, The naming of routines has also been
standardized which should help reduce errors
and make functions easier to find when pro-

gramming.

DLL Munagur, A DLL is a Dynamic Link
Library. Normally a 'C' program contains all its
own code when loaded. Much of that code may
be also used by dilferent programs, resulting in
having duplicate code loaded for each program.

The DLL Manager allows different 'C' programs

to link to previously loaded library routines,

ef{ectively sharlng the code.
DATAdesiffr engine: This is a data base mana-

ger: allowing for multi-users andlor muiiiple pro-

grams sharing the same DATAdesign files at the
same time.

Otherst the remaining extensions are primarily

supplied by other software vendors but are
required {and therefore included} for ProWesS to
function. They include the Thing systenn {Qiump},
Pointer lnterface (Qiump), Scrap extensions
(Jochen filerz Sof tware), Hotkey Systern ll

(Qiurnp), and Global Variables The Thing system
is used by the DLL manager for finding DLLs.
The pointer interface supplies the mouse and
some of the low level window functionality. The
scrap extensions allow data to be passed

between applications The Hotkey System ll

allows key combinations to be assigned to
specilic functions and adds last line recall and a
single line scrap buffer The Global Variables are
like variables in SBasic or 'C' but can be
accessed by any program within the systern.

Utilities
Pre*loader: This is the program that is used

to install a new program or load a program from
floppy disk. lt is also used t0 load ProWesS and
its related extensions and butions during
bootup. This is a very powerful utility {as will be
illustraied later during the walk through of the
ProWesS package Installation.) lt reads a com'
mand file with text line instructions ihat can do
everything from run programs, request user
inpui, set global variables, wait for something to

happen or a time out limit, to create ProWesS
program or menu buttons.

HTML Reader:

This is a file viewer that works with files dcne
in the HTML format (HyperText Markup Lan-
guage allows formatting suggestions within
the document and links to other documents;
commonly used on the internet to display WFB
pages). lt has several nice features including an
ability to go Back to the previous document, an

ability to choose from a list oJ Bookmarks
(pointers to your favorite or most eomnronly
used HTML files), and a History list of whai you
have looked at during your current session so
that you can quickly refer back t0 some
document that you were looking at before. lt
also can print your HTML documents. This is a
major utility as the ProWesS documentation is

done in HTML. You can also get many docu-
ments from the internet formatted in HTML.

Frocon fievel 2 configure], This is a configu-
ration program similar to the pointer environ-
ment configuration programs, 'Conlig' anci
'MenuConfig' but written under ProWesS.

PWconfis This works as a specialized type
of line editor and is intended to help you edit the
ProWesS configuration (-cfg) files.

PFeonfis: This utility conligures PRoforma. lt
has options to load, conligure and test printer

drivers, to set a default printer selection, to set
different memory options, and to add Fonts. lt is
a big improvement from the original con{igu-
ration methods found in the pre-release version
of ProWesS.

Calculaton This is a basic calculator that also
includes Base conversions.

File Viewer: This simple utility allows the user
to load and view any text file.

Global Variables: This dlsplays all global
variables and allows their values to be changed.
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\ffi ndowi ng Envi ron ment
Windqw Operations: For users familiar with

the pointer environment or other operating
system windowing environrnent, the move tc
ProWesS will be simple. For others, wei!, it
should also be simple ProWesS windows allow
you to manipulate them by placing the pointer
over any window border and pressing the lett
mouse bulton to move the window and the
right mouse button to resize ihe window Once
one of these operations is selected, the familiar
nninter environment move or re-size iconY""''"'
appears until the operation is complete. When
moving the window, you even have a choice tc
redraw the entire window {the rate ol redraw is
adjustable according to your system's power) or
to lust redraw the window's outline while it is

being moved. Resizing a window only redraws
the outline as redrawing while resizing requires
just too much processing power lf a window is

larger than the screen or larger than its prirnary

window (the main window of a program), scroll
bars {vertical and/or horizontal) are autcmaii
eally added. These scroll bars let you shift the
window so that you can see any section of it as
required, Under SMSQIE you can even scroll a

window by trying to move the mouse pointer
oJf the screen (towards the non-visible part of
the window) The standard HIT (left mouse but-
ton or .space,i and DO {right mouse button or
.entern) are available. Also all keypresses are
case sensitive. l{ a keypress does not have an

aciion assigned to it, ProWesS will then try fcr
lhe other case of the same key Also supplied
are certain special windows; a file select, a
directory select, and an edline obiect window.
The first two allow you to choose a file{s} and
directory. The edline window allows the user to
edit a line o{ text.

Buttons: ProWesS olfers a powerful button
capability, A button i*-------*r---- ___:r
usbs th6 'startup' pro- jffig.nrru;;;ffis;l{:;
gram that loads and iiI";il; - --Wil
processes a -ldr file. iitvteneo ,W,i
This lile can make the ilql='l- iffiil
button simply start a jj!1t'i* :W,i
prograrn, do multiple fr|f:lt--, " iffii.t

actiiities, or drop down iif#r"-t'-t* iftil
a user definable rnenu. ;i- ----- tffiit

The drop down menu ;i :ffiii
is new to ihe QL scene t: i*ii
and is a great way to i-:::::::::::::':":":':"""

organize iour different tff:e,:,:'J#it$|I'
PrOgrams, buitons

Confinued in fhe nex{ issue
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&tu lti-Processi ng what
lp il rlrrnd #t:,r'I DnrT 'fr) rL 5\^JU rvr i - rqr L r

ffasfa {Zel;ko Nasfasic}

,,well, you can be sure I'm not going to say
'absolutely ncthing', in fact, quite the oppcsite.

Multi Processing, or MP for short, is a method
where multiple processors are used in a com-
puter systern to accomplish its goals. Of course,
crrrh: r'lofinitinn cnrrndc \/arl/ .ranar:l anrl th:t'cr JvurrvJ rvr, Svrrvrurr ur

because it isl The reason is o{ course, that it is
very dif ficult to define what a cornputer
system's goals really are, or for that matter how
we define a computer system. To make it even
worse, all that rnight even change in the course
of the operation of the cornputer system.

It could be argued that practically all compu-
ters today are in a crude way rnultiprocessing. lf
you look at a typical computer you would
probably be able to iind several processors.
There is of course the central processing unrt,

or CPU, which is what we usually think about
when someone says just'processor', Howevel
there are lots more. There could be a dedicated
keyboard processo[ there is at least one in the
hard disc electronics, there is even one in the
mouse. Take any one away and the system's
functionality is impaired or it fails completeiy.
Hence, all of the processors are indeed working
together in a fashion. However this particular
way of looking at things is not what we are here
for although I will make some references back
to ii.

Eack to the basics
What does a computer do? Cynics wolrld say,

nothing overly useful, and from a somewhat
philosophical standpoint they would probably be
right. Mathematicians would say something
which probably even some of them wouldn't
understand. The truth is I guess somewhere in

the middle a computer allows you to input
data, to store data and to perform various
operations on input and stored data to get
output and new stored data, then this can again
be used as the data from the beginning. Put in
the proper data and perform the right opera-
trcns in the right order and the output data will

represent something useful. But, who provides
the data, and who uses the results? lt may be
someihing outside the computer: or other parts
ol the computer or the data may be results from
previously executed instructions, or a mixture of



all of that. lf we are looking from a standpoint of
a single instruction, its data is expected to be
held somewhere in memory, or it is fetched froilr
an'input', and the results go back to mernory or
to an 'cutput'. What these are isn't clear ai this
stage. if we are talking from a standpoint of, say,

a word processo[ i.e. a program, then its data is
corning from the user; and goes back to the
user and/or to some form of storage. Between
those two extremes, in a wheels-within wheels
fashion are many layers of abstraction of where
data comes from, what is done to it, and where
it goes to. As computer technology progressed,

so did the level of abstraction a computer was
able to use ln the first machines, all the loading
of both data and instructions was done by the
operators, and then put into the machine's
memory by dedicated circuits, Then, the 'CPU'

would be started, and when all the instructrons
in a program were executed, the 'CPU' was
stopped and the data examined again hy
special circuits Today, all this is a part of the
CPU's program, inputting and outputting data by
way of devices which we take as standard, like
a keyboard, a rnouse, a screen, or storage
devices like floppies or hard discs. Whereas in

the beginning there was only the 'useful' part,

which is the program to process the data, today
there is an operating system, which is a program

enabling an operator to use the CPU by way of
standard 'controls', and even this program has
many sub-programs which handle translating of
data as the user sees it to suitable coding for
the actual useful part (which is the prograrn
processing the data) and back. Although this
might be at first glance completely unrelated to
MPit is how the whole MP affair started

The concept of scope
Let's return for a second to the'wheels-within-

wheels' metaphor above. The many levels of
abstraction, and what we can say about them is

sometimes referred to as 'scope'. lt is a logicai
extension of how people handle problems - by
breaking big ones into small ones until they
can't be broken down any more, and then
tackling one by one, not bothering too much
with the bigger picture. ln fact, the bigger picture
is purposelully masked to simplify the problem
enough to be able to solve it in the {irst place,
An example - suppose the goal is to print a line
of iext on the screen. So, what do we do? We
print out each character in turn. And how do we
do that? Well, we look at how each one looks
and copy that picture to the screen. And how is
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that accomplished? Well, we draw each pixel
one by one And how? By setting the appropri-
ate bits in a part ol memory which the hardware
of our computer will make appear as pixels on
the screen. So how's that done? By using the
appropriate instructions, etc, etc. Looking al
each of these 'levels' we can see that the more
abstract relies on the less abstract, without the
actual need to know what the less abstract
does. Fven the very lowest levels have built-in
abstraction in them, like which instructions are
available in the lirst place. The 'scope'is in short
what levels of abstraction we are looking at to
describe what our system is doing. We may be
looking with a scope of one instruction and it's
data, in which case we wouldn't get any idea
about the 'big picture', i.e. that this instruction
and data are actually a part of a text processor
being run, or we may be looking with a scope
enveloping the whole machine, where we could
easily say it's running a text processor but
could neyer give an accurate enough answer to
'how'. This problem of not being able to repre-
sent exactly what is being done in an efficient
manner is at the very root of practical MPas will
become evident later on.

Data inpu{ orrtput and storage
ln the above discussion, words 'input' 'output'

and 'storage' figure prominently - and except for
the matters ol user interfacing, which are a

subcategory of input and output, they have, in

due course of computer development, become
fairly standard. User interfacing is still under a

great deal of developement. Standardisation is
especially true for storage, and input and output
which has to do with interfacing to other
machines as opposed to humans. The methods
used to accomplish the tasks of input, output
and storage are fairly well known and represent
a separate subset of operations. Howeve[ some
of these operations are fairly complex, and are
actually sometimes handled by whole separate
computers Because o{ this they either already
fall under MP or can be a relatively obvious
applications for MP

The user interface
A particularly demanding category of input

and output {and which frequently demands huge
amounts of storage to be accomplished too) is
the user interface. Because the users have
quite different ideas on how to represent data,
compared to it's actual representation in the
compute[ some sort of interface, a mixture of



software and hardware, is needed to handie the
'lranslation' back and forth. Both ends of the
equation, the user and the computer are sub-
jects to thousands of debates, involving ccgni
tlve and perceptive psychology on the user eni
and coding and data structure design on the
computer end, with information theory linking
them both.

The fact is, the way humans organize or per-
ceive data, as a rule isn't very compatible with
the way data is represented or organized in a
comouter Because of this, the user interface
part of the cornputer is incredibly demanding,
both on hardware and on software. Now yau
might think that there isn't much to it, really -

how difficult can a keyboard and a display be ta
support by the necessary hardware and soft-
ware? lf so, you are forgetting a very important
fact - we do not have keyboards and screens
because they are the best solution, but
because they were the best we could do with
what was available. Arguably, we would like a
voice interface and a 3D virtual reality, but in a
typical eomputet there just isn't enough compu-
ting power to achieve it. The reason that l'm
mentioning all this is that the matters of user
interfacing can be a good application of MP but
we will get to that later

The rsle of multitasking
Lets talk about time for a second how lcng

does it take to perform a certain operation is
very important when interfacing systems which
by performing these operations, cooperate in

some manner Though it isn't exactly obvicus,
the same happens when a compuler is used by
a user The human in front of the screen is a

data processing entity as well, and although the
way it's done in a human and in a computer are
very different, the same interfacing rules apply
Why is this important? Because the speed at
which a human can input and output data is

very different that the speed a cornputer can
do it. What's more, this is greatly dependable on
the kind of data we have in mind. lt is very rare
to see a human typing in more than 10 charac-
ters a second, or reading more than 30 charac
ters a second. lt is a relatively simple matter fcr
a computer to be able to handle hundreds of
thousands more in the same time, including
processing all that data in an useful fashion. Cn
the other hand, when someone says 'banana'

you will know what that is almost instantly
whereas a computer might take tens of times
longer to recognize the said word, this is lust tc
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illustrate the multiple aspects of this problem.
However what is important is that there can be
great differences in speed, which can be used
to an advantage.

ln the 'olden days' when computers were very
expensive, someone must have realized lhat
the user interface part which was then a simple
keyboard and a teletype machine, or ii you
were incredibly lucky, a screen, took a long tirne
because the computer was mostly waiting for
the user to type something in. When all the data

^^+^.^J +L,^+'^ ,,,1,-^^ +k^ -^^l t,,^ ^+,,t[wd> gilrgrcu, UrdtS wilgt I Utu tcdt tut I 5tuil
began for the computer So, someone surmised
that instead of waiting lor the user the compu-
ter might be spending time in solving a problem
that was already put into it beforehand, maybe
even by another user This is how the multi-user
and nrultitasking concepts came into being -

replace all lhe waiting loops with something
useful to do, making the computer more effi-
cient - but only if there was actuaily more than
one thing to do. Because of this last tact, multi-

user computing has been rnuch more popular
than multitasking - which is actually beconning
widespread only in the recent years - reason
being, it's difficult to show a single user how to
eflectively organize what's being done to take
advantage of multitasking. ln contrast, having
multiple users offers the logical association of
each user with one task. ln many respects, the
'philosophy' of a computer's operation, and of
the operation of various applications, can help
do much of the organization automatically
otherwise a multitasking system soon reverts to
simple task switching if there is only one user
This last observation is incredibly important for
MP systems, which are in their simpler form,
only a small step removed from multitasking -in
essence, each task can be handled by a

separate CPU if there is more time to be spent
in executing tasks than there are waits available
- meaning a single CPU would be overloaded. ln

a single CPU machine, tasks would have to be
scheduled using some priority scheme, making
some slower and some faster ln a MP machine,
any excess from a single CPU could be
delegated to another CPU with more time on it's
hands, in a manner of speaking. However this
brings us back to the concept of scope - a

multitasking system handles task scheduling
using the scope of a single task - but surely,
there are things that could be done at the same
time, in parallel, even though they constitute a

single task.



Granularity
Here we come to the hardest nut to crack.

The complexity level of those operations that a

MP system can process in parallel, is called
granularity. Granularity and scope are two sides
of the same coin. A system which can scheduie
operations among many processing units at the
level of say, machine language instructicns, ops-
rates at the 'machine language instruction'
granularity level. A system that gives each user
a separate CPU to run his applications 0n, 0pe-
rates at the'user application level' of granulariiy.

It is probably quite obvious that for the gi'eat

majcrity of applications, these two extremes are
completely unusable - the first requires either
very special instructions, or is very impraciical
because the overhead of deciding what instruc
tion should be executed on which CPU and
where it's data is, happens to be a problem

which takes more time than the execution o{
the instruction itself. The other extreme has an

obvious problem - it needs more than one user
MP systems derived from multitasking systems
operate only at a slightly lower level of granu-

larity, that is one of tasks - assuming the user
wants a high enough number of tasks or com-
plex enough tasks, a MP system will be fast and
efficient, and is probably the first logical step
from multitasking to multiprocessing. However
there are again two obvious problems - what if

we have more tasks than CPUs, for instance?
The system will obviously have to revert to a

cross between MP and multitasking-some CPU

or CPUs will be running more than one task.
Directly associated is a problem on how io
decide which tasks go to which CPUs in order
to achieve the most efficient 'fit' The obvious
reversal of this problem is the situation where
there are more CPUs than there are tasks - and
this will mean that there will be CPUs doing
absolutely nothing, and yet we have paid for
theml ln other words, the machine is inetficient
to some degree. And, with this we come back
to a previous problem - couldn't we have'split'a
task into two parallel tasks and thus found
something to do for an idle CPU, and get the
added benefit of the split task being completed
in a shorter time, meaning, if our machine was
operating at a ievel of granularity smaller than a
single task, bui larger than a single instruction,
maybe it could have been more efficient? 0r in

other words, what level of granularity do we
need to make the machine most efficient given
the resources at hand? This is the very
essence of the granularity probleml
Conlinued in the next issue

Bugs'n Fixes

Q. I have a Prowess based Line Design
which I cannot get to print. Any suggestions?

A. Roy Wood replies: Clear out everything
from the button frame Believe it or nat, this
seems to fix the problem tmaybe Roy now
regrets berng cheeky to Geoff Wrbks over his
buffsn-free zone - Editorll ff-ast rninute newsj
problem successfully tacfded by PROGSI

Q. I cannot get Text 87 to work properly in

certain screen resolutions on the Aurora. Why?

A. Ron Dunnetf replies: I have a fix availa-

ble, contact me at Qubbesoft P/D. Aurora modes
use a fixed line width, which seems lo cause
problems for software like Text 87 in modes
other than 512 or 1024 pixels wide.

Q. Anthony Trice reports that lmage Pro-

cessor V2.09 either can't find its default file on
hts hard disk, or ignores certain settings such as
startup screen.

A. Oilwyn Jones repfies: lmage Processor
V2.12 fixes this problem, which was due to a

bug in the startup file handling routines. Unlortu-
nately, two versions of V2.09 existed with
di{lerent efiorts to fix the problem, with varying
degrees 0l success and unwanted new bugs
introduced. V2.12 is more secure. Now that Quo
Vadis Design have closed down, free updates
to V2.12 may be obtained direct from me, at my
address on the inside front cover

Q. I have patched mv Quill in an editor to
run from DtVl- to allow it to be used from hard
disk as described in a recent issue of QL Today.

Unfortunately, when started with the FXIP
command it locks up QPC What can I do?

A. Jochen Merz replies: There is no known
problem with the EXEP command - in this case
the user's patch to Quill corrupted a few bytes
around where the device names are stored, so
caused unwanted side effects 5o on this
occasion, there was no problem other than a

corrupted copy of Quill -the problem went away
when a fresh copy was patched again.

lf the unmodilied copy did not work before
patching the DEV in, then it may have been
treated with GRABBER (a QRAM utility), ln this
case, use EX instead of IXEP because
GRABBER will do the grabbing.
T
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QL-futeeting in Sclffiso

Gerrneny
Albin Hessler

The German speaking Ql-community (l call rt

QL, although I mean all that runs unCer QDOS cr
SMSQ) has reduced to a small but exceller:t
circle of enthusiasts. Never-
theless we are steady and
cfill r:thor nlonlv Nl:tr rrrllrr uvorvr |!/rvr

are always interested in

news and events concerning
the QL. One of these good
events was the meeting in

Solms on July 15th. The
meeting was organised the
second time by Reinhardt
Heim. The 'Taunushalle', the
city hall in Solms is a really
good place for such a

meeting. Solms is near
Wetzlar about 60 km north
from Frankfurt. As this is

about the middle o{ Ger-
many, anyone can reach the
place in a few hours. So the three of us (Jochen
Hassel, Marcel Kilgus and me - we all live in the
same district, only a few kilometres from each
other) arrived at about 11 AM. Unfortunately we
had only updates with us and nothing really new
to present but wait for the colour wonder which

might encourage us for new projects). QPC is
very popular for owners of a PC-notebook {or
did they buy the notebook to run QPC?).
Unfortunaiely they sometimes cause problems,
as often the hardware does not quite conform to

the PC-standard. So Marcel was very busy.
Fortunately, when configured correctly, nearly
anything PC-like can be convinced to work with
QPC. I like those meetings, because I can rneet
people who do really intelligent things in private
0r professional areas with their QL 0r its
descendants. As an author of a development
system I'm always interested in seeing programs
which were produced using my tools. There

seem to be sonne
very interesting
projects coming
from England in

the near future. ln

direct contact it is
always easier to
clear problems,

so also in Solms I

could give some
hints, though
naturally I do not
have anything in

mind which I

developed seve-
rai years ago.
Jochen Merz as
usual was very
busy all day, no

wonder as he concentrates on most of the
commercially available software for the QL. ln

the a{ternoon we got to know two young
hardware specialrsts with their rebuild of a QL
under construction. A very interesting project

using cheap standard PC hardware.
This might be another surprise in the
near future. As usual the meeting
ended for some of us with a common
dinner in a nearby pizzeria.
x
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Get a hetten v$e\&r

14 " SVGA Colour Monitors
Adjusted to run with the Aurora

at these resolutions ;

512 x 256,640 x 480, 768 x 576

!024 x 51 2 and ffi24 x 576

Prices from fl 65.00 to f 85.00

Carriage not included,

$ Bran$t
oo rtimb I
&*a&ogtfwQEmnc&

Srry?fiarr 0f Qruttt QDOS/SMSQ pcihrcu

Tel : 0tr373.386030
Frx :01?73"381$??

Emai!:
qbroc'h@qhnrch.demon.co.u&

Q Branch News
This month sees the release of anotler
nerv producl that we hope will rnake it
easy fbr anyone to put an Aurora into a

Tower Case. We have made a mounting
board which will uke the Aurora and

Qplane and tlen slot neatly onto the
mounting holes in any standard tower
case using the mounting posts supplied in
the tower case kit. We are supplying all
the nuts, bolts washers and hoard ties you
need so hamish all tirose D"[.Y blues and

Br-oqkefg--r' 
f

Q Count has now been officially released
and is only available frorn us. The final
batch olSuper Cold Cards are in stockand
selling well so, if you want to expand your
memory, call us now I We are supplying
this batch without the 5 r'olt adaptor
because this has been tlre eause of many
of the problems experienced by previous
user$. We are also able to supply some
cards which are already adaopted to run
on the QPlane so, if you buy a pachge
from us { Qubide / Aurora I QPlane / Super
Gold Card / Braquet etc ) you can plug it
all in and let it fly without recourse to a

soldering iron. These boards cannot be
plugged into a standard QL without
modification" The SVGA monitors that we
supply corn€ eomplete with a circuit
diagram and are proving' to be very
popular.

F{andwmx"e
qxt rr

Super Gold Card
Recycled Gold Card
Aurara

Qubide
Qplane
Aurora cables
Aurora rom adaptor
The 'Braquet'

n when available.

f, ?s0"00
f, 168"00
fl 6fi.0$ *

E 120"00
f, 55.fi0
g ?5.0s
[ 3.00
e 3.80

€ 16"S0

Package deals
QXLil + SMSqIE f,260.00

Aurora + SMSQ/E 6180.00

Aurora + SMSqTE * Super Gold Card e 330.00

Super Gold Card + Monitor € 380.00 ,fik("susqs
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$ &k'sprsfp
Fu"ftffo*t ou a limb ?

Reach out for I Brane&l
$uppliers of Quality QDSSISM$Q products

Hardrrare and Ssffwane

PROGRAMh4[NC
QD v 9.04
qD + QBasic

QD + Qliberator *
Qliberator
Master Spy v 3.3

QPTR
Easyptr pt 1

Easyptrpts2&3
QMake

QMon /JMon
Basic Linker
DISA 3

QMenu

€ 53.00
[ 69.00

QBasic t '!10.0S

fl 50.00
fl 30.0CI

[ 37.00
e 37.CI$
/'{r) nnL I O.UU

[ 18.00

822.48
f; 22.00
F?7nnU Jt .Vv

f, 16"00

IJTN}-XTXHS

FiFi 2

QSup
QSpread
Cueshell2

Qload / Qrel
Disk Mate 5

qPAC 1

QPAC 2
qrYP ?

QLq
LDUMP

E 22,M
€ 32.00
[ 66.00
f, 37.00

f, 15.00

e 28.00
f; 20.00

f 40.00
f 30.00

[ 32"00

e 25.00

llust Words' by Geoff Wicks
THESAI.IRUS, STYLE CHECK, SOLVITPLUS 2

fl 15.00 ea /ANY Z PROCRAMS fl 25.00 /ALL 3 PR.OCRAM$ g 35.00

' BN41 zND
tel 01273-386030 fax: 01273-381377

: Amail:

QPA
SMSQ/E owners

e 78.00
SMSQ& owners
g 100.0s

shdsryH
Cold Card lAtari/ qXL vension

fi 76.CICI

Various Atari vensions : call fon details

I!! NHW PROGRAfu{ !!3

OCO{.JNT\
Pointer driven home accounts program. Keep track ofyour bank

account, stocks, ete. $tores it's data in DATAdesign fornrat

f, 25.00

Q Branch high quality Mouse Mats

s 5.00
Text 87
e 79.08

Typset 94
[ ?9.00

Fountext 94
c 39.CIO

2488 drivers
[ ?9"00

ES0PZ drivers
g 26"00

FroWesS
ProWesS f 48.00

DATAdesign fr24.A8

Fontutils g 3S"00

File Search g 12.00

FFlist E n"A$

Fontpack f, 60.00

LlNEdesign v Z"XZ g 24"00

Page Designer 3

Qlndex

NCIW AVAILAELH I!
[ 40.00 Flashback 5E

fl 20.00 Flashback

f, 40"00

€ 2s.00

- callfor detailsPI"US MANY OTHER, PROGRAIUS pREVIOUSLY SOLD tsy qUO VADIS
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Necessity eaulsed the
I rar rrrnlirr n rrf TL i,.il tvtir tLtvr I ut ! I il)
5u rrogst€ /v{oth enbos nd
Roy Wood

My QL tower case had seen better days.
Dragging it in and out of several QL workshops
and user group meetings had made the assem-
bly rather loose and the original constructicn
was weakened considerably by the injudicious
application of a hacksaw in order to get the long
QL motherboard into the case. I also decided
that the srde plate, used to mount the PC
motherboard would be no use to a QLer like
myself so I tossed it into the dusibin, When I

changed the old QL motherboard lor the snraller
and more efficient Aurora the whole thing be-
came decidedly wobbly and I got so fed up with
taking the case apart at every show in order ta
get rt working that I decided the time had come
lo give the r^nachine a new house. Thinking cap
on. Well the first thing that occurred to me was
that I did not have to take a hacksaw to the case
any more since all of the components, Super
Gold Card, Aurora and Qubide would fit into the
case wilh ease. I looked at other people's set up
and decided on a whole new tack and that is

what this article is about. ln a PC tower case the
motherboard fits onto the side panel and, il you
buy the case from new you get a small box cf
plastic feet, screws and mounting posts to do
this The Aurora, being a lot smaller than a FC
rnotherboard, will not fii onio these mouniings
but there had to be an easy way to deal with
this.lt occurred to me that all lneeded to do was
to get a piece of plastic board, cut it to the size
of the PC motherborard, drilla lew holes and add
a couple of brackets and I would have a com-
pletely dismountable QL" ln reality it was even
easier than I had first thought. Here is how to do
it. All you need is a piece of plastic board about
31 cm x 21 cm, two right angle brackets favaila-
ble from your local hardware shop for around
30p), a handful of screws and a bit of patience

{No blunt scissors and no adult to help me for
those of you who remember Blue Peter). lwent
io a localglass shop and bought an offcut of the
perspex sheeting that they use to make tempo-
rary windows. This only cost me about [3,00
and was enough to make three mounting plates.
lcut this into two pieces, one 21 cm x22 cm to
make the main mounling plate and the other
16 50 cm x 8.5 cm to hold the QPlane. I then

5S &L Fedopa

drilled holes at the corners of the main board
corresponding to the keyhole iype holes on the
tower case side panel. I was then able to insert
the plastic mounting feet into these holes and
slot the board into the plate. There are a few
threaded rnounting posts in the tower case's
accessories pack and these should be screwed
into the side plate and holes drilled in your plastlc

board to take the screws that will hold your fake
motherboard solidly into ihe case. Next you
should decide whether the you want to mount
the board vertically or horizontally. I mounted
mine horizontally so I could get to the mounting
screws easier so I will explain it from that point
of view but you can decide for yourself and
make the necessary adjustments. Once you
have made the mounting board you need to
mark the positions for the holes to mount the
Aurora. Once you have drilled these holes {do I

need to say you should not drill through the
Aurora itself but mark the holes and then drill
them?) you should rnsert four bolls and tighten
the nuts down onto the board. You then get four
plastic washers, place those over the nuts and
put the Aurora onto them. The nexi ihing to do
is to couple the Qplane to the Aurora and hold
the other piece of plastic board against the
Qplane so you can mark the position of the
holes needed to attach it. You should do this
with the two boards touching at right angles and
, at the same time, rnark the position of the holes
for the right angle brackets, Drill these holes
and, using the same procedure as above mount
the QPlane and angle brackets onto the board.
The final stage ol the procedure is to bolt the
Aurora onto the main board, plug the Qplane
onto it and then screw the angle braekets down,
You can then slide the whole assembly into the
tower case side panel, add the other peripherals
such as Super Gold Card and Qubide and as a

linishing touch hold everything together with
PCB mounting clips available frorn Maplins or
other electronic suppliers for a few pence. That
is all there is to it. Starting from a virgin case I

had the whole thing built, assembled and running
in three hours. The advantage of this systern is
that you can use the panels at the rear to take
all of your input and output plugs and the entire
system can be removed intact for testing, main
tenance or upgrading. The four push out sec-
tions in the case will take the two serial ports
StR 1 {9 Pin D plug), StR 2 {25 pin D plug),
parallel port (25 pin D plug)and monitor (15 pin D
plug). I then pushed out a section in the rear
panel and cut out a section in one of the panel
covers provided in the lower case accessories



kit to take the StR 3 (25 pin D plug)
and the mouse port {9 pin D plug)
from the SuperHermes board.
Anolher panel cover was drilled out
to take the two network porl
connectors and the finishing touch (

and the only piece of adapting I had
tc do to the whole case ) was to
drillout a hole to take the keyboard
connector I could have made
another bracket at the top of my
fake motherboard to take the
keyboard plug so that it lined up
with the hole in the case in the
same way that a PC motherboard
would but the D.lY urge was
wearing off by then and I wanted
my QL working again

Tha Parent Thesis - The
Birth of the Braquret

So, after building this unit for my
machine and proudly showing it off
at a couple of shows I had people
saying to me, 'Can you make one
for rne ?' I decided that the thing to
do was to get them made up
properly, without my ragged edges
and slightly out of-line holes. A local
plastics company looked at the
prototype and built them for me in
sleek black plastic (yes I know it is
inside the case but you always
want to show off a bil don't you?).
Here comes the advert. Q Branch
and Qubbesoft will be selling these
items - now officially named The
Braquet and they should be
available from the next workshop
We will supply them complete with
mounting screws, stand-offs and
washers so that all you need is the
plastic feet and threaded stand offs
thai come wilh the tower case
itself. We can't make it any easier
than that can we ?

K

QL Show USA
Space is short in this issue, but

here are some visual impressions
from the show A detailed report will
follow in the next issue
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Smash with Chips?
A Review of Smash
Daren D. Branagh

Wonderful stuff smash. The stable diet of
every penniless student in the land - especially
the ones that can't cook properlyl (l speak frcm
experience).

ln case you don't know what I'm on about,
smash is an awful powdered substance, which,
when mixed wlth nnilk (or rs it water I really
don't remember) over a cooker gives you
something that resembles mashed potato, which
was sold to great elfect by saucepan-like
rcbots on telly ads. However for our benefit it is
also the name of a very clever little compres-
sion and decompression utility by Dr Carlo
Delhez, that runs on the QL. So now you can
have SMASH with chips -microchips at leastl

I have long pondered about using a methcd cf
storing files in compressed form. I obtained the
popular ZIP and UNZIP utilities, and unfortu-
nately use the latter rnore than the former -

usually when decompressing files in Club QL
lnternational, the disk based magazine. I just

couldn't get into ZIP at all.

SMASH however is very ditferent. The
'manual' if you can use that word, is only a

couple or pages in length. The real beauty or
this utility is that you can compress a file, and
the compressed end result is STILL executablell
No, I'm not kidding! lt works in much the same
way as ZIP ar other archivers, but instead writes
the decompression code in front of the com-
pressed data, and the compressed file therefore
becomes a much smaller executable basically
a SMASHed iob.

To use it, you simply EXEC SMASH, (or use
TK2's EX command) and use the following
syntax:

EX SMSH; iDEV-UNSMASI{ED DEV-SMASIIED I

Where DEV is the device to be used,
UNSMASHED is the original file, and SMASHTD
is the new compressed, smaller file.

Therelore, if you use'
EX SMASH;' FLP2-STARTFITE RAML-NEIIFILE I

This would load up SMASH from the default
source, usually FLPI-, call the file to be com-
pressed from FLP2- {which is called SmRTfiLt
in this example) and puts the finished SMASHed
file on RAIVI-, which will be called NFWFILI.
The end result (NEWFILE) can still be EXtC'd as
normal Nothing could be simpler:

As I said, ZIP's biggest disadvantage is that a
zipped file must first be unzipped before it can
be used, which means finding your copy of
Uf{ZlP setting the DATA-USI etc, and general
messing around making sure each file is in the
right place. This is not the case with SMASI-led
files a SMASHed file will even load up quicker
than the original one - sirnply because on faster
QL sytems (gold card, super gold, QXL or QPC)
loading the smaller file and decompressing it in

memory is quicker than loading the larger
uncompressed one directly especially from
tloppy disk or heaven forbid- microdrive.

ln the -txt file that accompanies the program,
the Author gives us his 'top 10' files in terms of
the amount of compression achieved - expres-
sed as percentages. Jochen will probably be
amazed to hear that the Diamonds game he

markets is top of the lisi, with a whopping 80 8%

compressionl! Digital Precisions PC Emulator
CONQUEROR, achieves a respectable 56 8%

compression rate. The average compression
rate of the 10 programs is 63.5%, but the authar
says 40% is the minimum typical compression
achieved. So, effeetively doubling the storage
capacity of any given medium.

Not having a Hard drive, and with having a

slow liump Card system, I find SMASH to be a
very useful way of freeing up space on floppy
drives, and still be able to run those programs
when you need them, without the hassle of
decompressing from one medium to another I

can now fit files that would only fit on a HD disk
previously on a single DD disk now.

On the down side, SMASH only works on
EXtCutable files, i.e. programs that are started
using EXEC, EXIC*W EX, or EW therfore
anyone wishing to SMASH their BASIC pro-
grams will be unable to do so, and this is where
ZIP (and rnany other archivers) triumph.

Aside from that, SMASH's ease of use, its
ability to maintain the accessability of a pro-
gram, and its effectiveness, make it a useful
addition to anyones software collection. lt is
available in the Public Domain, f rorn Steve
Johnson.
I

i $llnsfl ,.. s setf-extrdcting job cBlpreeeoF for odoi sustems
i vereion 8,11 - (c) 1995.81,24 bg 0r, Cqnlo 0e{he.

I uased on the Lempel-Ziv-Sioper-s:gmqnski cqpresEis scheme

: tkdge:
: EX SllflSH;'devx-inf(le de4_outf(te'

I conpressesexecutoble'devx_infite'
j ."edtinq executdble 'devg-outfile'

i PreEE q keg to exi(\
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The Editon VERY Spes$al
,rz{ilirrn ll qy.<a\
E;LilLr\Jr r. \LCl ! 5gl
Oennis Smifh.

After reading the artlcle from Stephen A Hall
on a rather nice way to tind the altered byles
and patch the lditor {the program not the per-
sonl) I lumped straight in and had a go. I thought
his method was great, we musi all kick
nr rrqolrrpq fnr nnt thinkina nf it firct I lnfnrtr rnaiolv

the first attempt failed for obvious reasons. My
Editor is conligured to NOT be in the top le{t
hand corner of the screen, so, although the
patch correctly sets the various sizes that you
may require it does not take into account the
location of the window offset. liying to start the
Editor that falls off the right hand side {or
bottom) of the screen will not work. Here is my
simple method to correct this.

Configure the tditor how you want it to look in
the normal way, but when it asks you to detine
the window size make sure that you set the
window size to maximum. This will make sure
that your window is in the top lefthandcorner: Ali

done, [Xecute this Editor to make sure it works
and looks right because if you want to change
the appearance later {after the patch) you will

have t0 re-configure and therefore re-patch.
Now you have a working small Editor RIAD the
Fditor into itself with the RU command

oF3' RU.winl_edt_bin,,ENTER'
search for the word config
,F3' f.config. ,ENTER,

After the word 'config' is a space which is

ascii code value 32 and from there on is a

series of strange characters, listed below are all

their ascii values after 'config' starting with
spsc€:

32 225 40 228 22 227 
11: 

22r 71 228 6s 22s 72

The ASCII values indicated above are the four
that alter for the Editor window size and the
window origin. The first altered two is the size
and the second altered two is the window
origin {top left corner}. Shown is the settings for
1424x512 Aurora screen size. The key presses
to obtain these ASCII values are found in the QL
'big black book' concepts section, page 5
&

prcudly presents

€tpffi
TLa fll -Ftmr.lotn. *ay E}Fr rrE r{r- r.Irrutqful ttt! r v

With QPC, you con run most of the cunent
Ql-sofharcre on PCs You need ot leost a 486,
but QPC will run foster on o Pentiunr. 4MB
RAfu1 ond DCIS 6-:o< or 8MB RAed ond
Windows95TM. QPC con now eosily be
instolled to be colled from Win95 - the
monuol hos been rewrittenl

A double-mouseclick con hlm your PC into o
better QDOS-compotible qystem. Bettet
becouse wkh QPC you get Tony Tebby's new
operoting qrstem SMSQ/E fnr QPC - it is

ineluded in the priee!

Do not wony obout ony soldering, plug-in
ccrrds etc. - QPC is o sofharore emuloto[ it
does not need ony extro hordworel This
meong you con instoll it even on loptopsl
QFC offers occess to the seriol ports {up to
57600 baudl], porollel port horddisk ond
floppy disk. lt con reod ond write QL ond
DOS ffoppy disk, so doto exchonge is eoqy.
You con ploybockourdio CDs even from within
QPC. PS/2 ond seriol mice ore supported.
The new disploy dnVer not only supports
5I}i.256, 640x350, 640x480 ond 800x600
pixel resolutions, but with the new VESA
support also even higher ones {e.g"
1A24x7681.

GPC is not expensMe; you get the emulotor
plus the operoting qystem SMSGUE for only
tr}bt ?{!}3.
lf you own SMSGI/E for onother s5otem you
poy c,nly DI}l t393.
lf you wont to get the excellent CueShell
Desldop progrom from Albin Hesser bundled
with QPC just odd S&X l*$3.

Tes* qPCg
A demo version which will do everydring
fie full vercion does {except writing to
floppy ond horddisld is woilable for only
DM &,- including p&p (or send 3
intemotionol Reply Couponsl.
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The QL Sfuseer A enda

Satundap 3$th of Aug. 199?

Qrfurlov 6fh nfSpnf 1007vErur $*J t

Saturdas tr3th ofSept" 1997

Saturday, XStlt of "}uly 1997 London QL trVorkshop a*d shovr. 10:00 - 16:00. St Hslen's Church Hall, $t

Quintin Avenuc, LONDON 1V10. Freo parking. Nearest tube: Ladbroke

Grove. Organiser: Tony Firshman (see Tl'Services ad far eontact no$.

kish QL $how, [.aragh Village F{al| keland {details below)"

The Nethsrtrands, Eindhoven, $t. Joris Coltrege - sarns venus as atrways"

East Midlands Quanta Workshop, Selston Parish Hall, Selston, Nottingham,

England. The ve$ue is close to the Ml (Jnct. 21128\ and has easy parking

on-sito. Overnight acsomodation a few miles eway CIaffi be ananged, A good

discount may be possibXe if there are enough staylng, so please oontaot

Graharn Underwood 01909-531405 or Dennis Smith Afi73-748740 to give

them an idea how many rCIoxns to book in advance.

Sundap 5t[a of $ctober tr997 Byfleet Wtrlage F{411, Suney, Engtrand" Contact Tony Gordon 01372-458180 or

Kon Bain 01932*34?432.

Znd Srunday every ll4onth Quanta London $ub-Group rneeting. ft. Anoysius $ohootr Flall, Fhoenix

Roa{ NWl" h,fecting starts at 13:08 and ends at tr8:0$. Contaet Basil {,eo

0181 -789- X976 or basileo@mail.bogo.co.uk

ffyou need more details, please ecntaat your loeal QL user group or Qf, Today!

You ean heip to tum Q{, shcws intc svefl more intere$ing events!

Also, if you (plan to) organise QL shows or rogular local user group meetings,

please let us kncw and we publish it here!

THE FIRST NVER SCLJTI-IERN IRISH Qt SI{O$W
The first ever lrish QL show will be taking place this summer: Although still very must in the preliminary
stages of planning, ihe show is hopefuliy going ahead on the 30th August, 1997 in the Laragh
Comnrunity Hall, Laragh, Glendalough, Co.Wicklow, lreland. All are welcome to attend. liaders attending
will include Q-Branch, Tony Firshman, and Stuart Honeyball (Miracle Systems) and possibly many others,
as well as some popular QL faces.
With the forthcoming release of the Goldfire and Ultra Gold Cards, this show may have a lot to o{fer
Travel between lreland and the UK is now s0 cheap this is an opportunity not to be missed,
Anyone interested in attending should contact Darren Branagh in lreland on (+353X404)45319 for
advice, directions or booking for accomodation, as discounts are available. Darren himself is offering
accomodation, so there should be plenty of "crarc' on the nightll
Alternatively you can write him at The Falconry Glenmacnass, Glendalough, Co. Wicklow Rep. of
lreland. Hopefully lt will be a major success, and if so, it will become a regular event in the QL calendar
Darren would also like to hear fronr any QL users in the North of lreland who would like to attend - as
he is originally from Belfast and hasn't yet met any of the Northern QL gang, and hopefully many of
them will come down for the show


